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Abstract 
 

We present an overview of experimental and theoretical investigations exploring the dynamical 

evolution of Rydberg-to-valence character in the electronically excited states of small 

polyatomic molecules. Time-resolved photoelectron imaging (TRPEI), in conjunction with 

high-level quantum chemistry calculations, permits detailed insight into the non-adiabatic 

processes operating in these systems and we review several case studies drawn from our own 

work in this area over the last few years. Electronically excited Rydberg states that develop 

significant valence character along specific molecular coordinates provide potentially 

important pathways for the rapid and efficient redistribution of excess energy following 

ultraviolet absorption. As such, there is considerable interest in developing better 

understanding of role of these states play within a broad range of different photochemical 

environments. A central theme of this review considers the way in which key energy- and 

angle-resolved observables in TRPEI measurements are influenced by different aspects of 

transitory Rydberg-to-valence behaviour. Several themes are discussed within a coherent 

narrative, drawing on experimental and theoretical findings in a selected series of small organic 

species containing nitrogen heteroatoms. Critically, many of the effects we highlight will also 

be generalizable to related studies interrogating non-adiabatic processes within a much broader 

range of molecular systems.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The properties of all molecular systems are implicitly determined by the static and 

dynamic behaviour of electrons and atomic nuclei. The electromagnetic forces mediating such 

behaviour therefore ultimately impose limits on the viability and timescales of all chemical 

processes. Our understanding of molecular structure and dynamics is based on the foundation 

provided by the Born-Oppenheimer approximation. This relies on the fact that nuclear motion 

of the molecular framework (rotation and vibration) typically occurs much more slowly than 

electron motion due to the significant difference in particle mass. The concept of electronic 

energy landscapes (i.e. potential energy surfaces), over which the much slower nuclear motion 

evolves, then follows naturally from this adiabatic picture. Within the excited states of 

molecules, however, the coupling between the nuclear and electronic degrees of freedom is 

often not negligible and these non-adiabatic energy redistribution effects [1-3] are now known 

to be of great significance in many photochemical and photophysical processes. Numerous 

examples may be drawn from biology (e.g. vision, light harvesting, photo-protection), 

atmospheric and interstellar photochemistry, photochromic polymers, synthetic 

photostabilizers, optoelectronic devices, sunscreens, and drugs for use in photodynamic 

therapy [4-12]. It is therefore a critically important challenge to develop a more detailed 

knowledge of non-adiabatic molecular dynamics, with a particular focus being the fundamental 

relationship to chemical structure and mechanistic function. 

The excited state gas-phase photophysics of small organic molecules containing 

heteroatoms has attracted considerable experimental and theoretical attention in recent years. 

Much of this work has been motivated by suggestions that such systems provide useful starting 

models for the chromophore sites found in many larger structures of biological significance. 

Salient examples here include the DNA/RNA bases and the various melanin pigments [13, 14]. 

Of particular interest are the rapid and highly efficient non-radiative relaxation pathways these 
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systems exhibit, which have been implicated in providing an inherent photo-protective function 

following irradiation with ultraviolet (UV) light. Building on ideas proposed by Evleth and co-

workers [15, 16] and then developed further by Domcke and co-workers [17, 18], a recurring 

theme in many investigations is the role played by energetically low-lying singlet states of 

mixed Rydberg/valence composition. The most commonly cited examples are states that 

possess predominantly 3s (or 4s) orbital character in the vertical Franck-Condon region and 

become increasingly σ* valence in nature as O–H, N–H (or S-H) bonds are extended. This 

behaviour is illustrated in Fig. 1, which summarizes recent quantum chemistry calculations 

undertaken on 4-hydroxyindole [19] – a molecule related to a key building block unit of the 

eumelanin pigments that protect many animal species from the potentially damaging effects of 

UV radiation [20-22]. In this example, specific excited electronic states exhibit clear Rydberg-

to-valence evolution along extensions of both the O-H and N-H bonds. Although often only 

weakly excited directly through UV absorption, these mixed Rydberg/valence states potentially 

act as important “dynamical doorways” for non-adiabatic transfer of population from states 

exhibiting much stronger oscillator strength (often of ππ* character) back to the S0 ground 

state. Mixed Rydberg/valence states are, however, also potentially dissociative along X–H 

stretching coordinates, and studying this specific pathway – particularly in gas-phase 

experiments – has proved to be a useful way of determining important dynamical information 

[23-25]. In many real-world environments, these various intramolecular pathways will be in 

competition with intermolecular processes involving a solvent, such as electronic quenching 

and vibrational energy transfer, which act to dissipate excess energy harmlessly into the 

surroundings. By performing experiments in the gas phase, however, the intrinsic 

photophysical properties may be decoupled from those related to solvation, yielding insight 

into both types of phenomena.  
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The development of modern laser sources has seeded a wide range of experimental 

approaches for interrogating dynamical processes in molecules with ever-increasing levels of 

accuracy and precision. These may broadly be divided into two main categories: time-resolved 

and frequency-resolved measurements. In the latter case, the use of narrow linewidth lasers 

may often reveal detailed, quantum-state specific information relating to the starting point on 

the photochemical reaction coordinate (i.e. when a molecule initially absorbs a photon) and the 

asymptotic end-points (when interrogating photo-products). The temporal durations of these 

laser pulses are, however, very long relative to the typical timescales of many non-adiabatic 

processes and so no direct observation of the intermediate pathways connecting these two limits 

is usually possible. Nevertheless, frequency-resolved techniques can still provide a powerful 

tool for permitting the dynamics of a photochemical event to be inferred – particularly when, 

for example, correlated photofragment vector properties are considered [26-29]. Time-resolved 

experiments, on the other hand, effectively enable the evolution of the system dynamics to be 

followed in real time as the reaction coordinate is traversed [30-33], although the much larger 

spectral bandwidth associated with so-called “ultrafast” (i.e. sub-picosecond) laser pulses 

usually precludes quantum-state-specific measurements. This inherent trade-off between 

spectral and temporal resolution means that a combination of different time- and frequency-

resolved approaches (with different associated experimental observables) are often required in 

order to fully develop a complete mechanistic picture – something that will be drawn on in 

several places throughout this review. Given the potentially important role played by mixed 

Rydberg/valence states in imparting UV photo-protective function to biological chromophores, 

a considerable body of literature pertaining to their spectroscopy and dynamics has appeared 

over the past two decades. This wealth of detailed complementary information has proved 

invaluable in supporting the interpretation of certain aspects of our own experiments, 

illustrating both the general complexity of non-adiabatic processes and the “jigsaw puzzle” 
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nature of the route to understanding them fully. Supporting theoretical calculations also play a 

major role in this undertaking, with state-of-the-art quantum chemistry methods providing a 

powerful tool to help gain additional mechanistic insight – particularly when considering the 

evolution of electronic structure along key molecular coordinates. 

As expanded upon in more detail in Section II, the experimental approach we routinely 

exploit for studies of non-adiabatic molecular dynamics is time-resolved photoelectron 

imaging (TRPEI). Electronically excited states are initially prepared in a particular species of 

interest using a femtosecond UV pump pulse and then subsequently ionized with a probe 

delivered at a series of incrementally varied delay times. At each individual delay position, 

ejected photoelectrons are then mapped onto a 2D position-sensitive detector, generating a 

series of images that provide instantaneous snapshots of the energy redistribution dynamics at 

different points along the evolving reaction coordinate(s). The TRPEI approach provides 

highly differential time-, energy- and angle-resolved data, and offers the ability to follow the 

dynamics directly from the point of interaction (i.e. the initially prepared photo-reactants) to 

the appearance of the final photoproducts – although often there are practical limitations to 

how far this “view” along the reaction coordinate extends, as will be touched on later. TRPEI 

has repeatedly demonstrated its value in revealing detailed new information relating to ultrafast 

non-adiabatic processes and this review summarizes much of our recent work in this area.  

Particular emphasis is placed on the role of Rydberg-to-valence evolution in small organic 

species containing nitrogen heteroatoms – as introduced above. The aim here is to pull together 

several unifying themes within a coherent narrative, drawing on key experimental and 

theoretical findings in a number of exemplar systems. For a more expansive discussion and 

greater technical detail, the reader is directed to the original publications in which the various 

studies appeared. We also highlight reviews from the groups of Stavros [24] and Ashfold [25], 

which have previously considered the excited state dynamics operating in many similar 
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systems. Although these articles do not place the same direct emphasis on transitory Rydberg-

to-valence behaviour, they do provide excellent additional perspectives to the work described 

here.    

The overall structure of this review is as follows: After an initial outline of the setup 

used for the acquisition and analysis of TRPEI data (Sections II A and B), various quantum 

chemistry strategies used to assist in the interpretation of the experimental findings are then 

discussed (Section III). Six individual case studies are subsequently presented, with a central 

theme being the way in which various energy- and angle-resolved TRPEI observables are 

influenced by different aspects of transitory Rydberg-to-valence evolution. We begin with the 

saturated secondary amine piperidine (Section IV A1), which provides a particularly instructive 

starting example incorporating many key details of the experimental and theoretical analysis 

that will become recurring themes throughout. We therefore devote more time to explaining 

these supporting principles when considering this specific system, before moving on to 

subsequent examples with a greater focus on the underlying molecular dynamics. The first of 

these is a series of saturated tertiary amines (Section IV A2), where significant differences are 

observed in the Rydberg-to-valence behaviour. Next, we begin to evaluate the effect of 

introducing unsaturated chemical functionality in close proximity to heteroatom centres. This 

is again observed to have a profound impact on the observed dynamics, with examples here 

including aromatic systems based on aniline motifs (Sections IV B and C) and small amides 

(Section IV D). We then consider a situation in the indole molecule where excited states of 

mixed Rydberg/valence character are populated exclusively via non-adiabatic processes at 

molecular geometries far from the ground state equilibrium (Section IV E). This work 

illustrates the potential difficulties in definitive spectral assignment of such states in this 

particular regime. Finally, we discuss the cautionary example of pyrrole (Section IV F), where 

the absence of certain distinct spectral signatures reinforces issues relating to state detection 
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when using ionizing probes of relativity low frequency. Strategies for potentially resolving 

these issues via generation of femtosecond pulses in the vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) spectral 

region then form a basis for much the closing outlook (Section V). Critically, many of the 

effects we highlight in the case studies listed above will also be generalizable to related 

investigations interrogating non-adiabatic processes within a much broader range of molecular 

systems. Given the widespread use of time-resolved techniques employing photoionization 

detection, we anticipate this review will provide an instructive reference that is broadly 

applicable to a significant community of researchers. 

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS 

A. Data measurement 

The majority of the TRPEI experiments discussed here were conducted using the same 

differentially pumped, ultra-high vacuum velocity-map photoelectron imaging spectrometer 

[34]. This apparatus consists of a source chamber and a main interaction chamber, evacuated 

using two separate turbomolecular pumps. Fig. 2 shows a schematic overview of the overall 

instrument. Internally cooled gas phase molecular species are generated in the source chamber 

using a high intensity, pulsed supersonic molecular beam valve [35]. Liquid and solid samples 

exhibiting low volatility may be held in a cartridge mounted within the valve body itself (i.e., 

inside the source chamber), directly behind the exit nozzle. Normal operation of the (1 kHz) 

solenoid driver elevates the temperature of the valve sufficiently to obtain good photoelectron 

signal levels. Samples exhibiting higher vapour pressures are placed in a small gas flow pick 

up vessel external to the imaging spectrometer. Helium is used as a carrier gas in all cases. 

Upon passing through a skimmer, the molecular beam enters the main interaction 

chamber. Here it is intersected at right angles by co-propagating UV pump and probe pulses 

derived from the fundamental output of a 1 kHz amplified Ti:Sapphire laser system operating 

with a central wavelength of 800 nm. This output is split several ways on an optical bench, and 
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thin β-barium borate crystals are then used to produce the required UV wavelengths for the 

TRPEI experiments. This can be the third and/or fourth harmonics of the 800 nm fundamental 

(i.e. 267 nm or 200 nm), or pulses that are broadly tuneable over the 320-220 nm range. In the 

latter instance, these are obtained via various multi-stage non-linear optical mixing schemes 

that incorporate the signal or idler output from (800 nm pumped) optical parametric amplifiers. 

Material dispersion compensation can be independently controlled by prism compressor set-

ups placed in the pump and probe beamlines. Probe wavelengths are typically selected to ensure 

they induce no resonant absorption in the specific molecule under study. This ensures “clean” 

experiments by eliminating the possibility of any competing “probe-pump” dynamics 

appearing in the photoelectron spectra close to zero delay times. Temporal delay between the 

pump and the probe is precisely controlled by placing a motorized linear translation stage fitted 

with a retroreflector in one of the beam propagation paths. The two optical pathways are 

combined on a thin dichroic mirror just before being focussed into the spectrometer using either 

a thin lens or a concave aluminium mirror. Relative pump and probe pulse energies are adjusted 

to yield the best possible contrast between one-colour (i.e. pump-alone and/or probe-alone) and 

two-colour (i.e. pump-probe) ionization, but care must be taken here to ensure the latter 

scenario only involves a single pump and a single probe photon – a process labelled as (1+1′) 

overall. High levels of competing (1+2′) pump-probe photoelectron signals (i.e. where 

photoelectrons are produced by the absorption of one pump and two probe photons) can greatly 

complicate data analysis due to overlapping spectral bands originating from two different 

ionization schemes. Pump energies must also be kept low to avoid saturating the initial exciting 

transition as this can influence the shape of the photoelectron angular distribution [36].  

The interaction between the UV light pulses and the molecular beam containing the 

sample takes place between the repeller and extractor electrodes of an electrostatic lens 

assembly optimised for velocity-map imaging (VMI) of the photoelectrons produced [37]. 
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Two-dimensional images of the spatial photoelectron distributions produced during 

multiphoton sample ionization are acquired using a 40 mm dual micro-channel plate/P47 

phosphor screen in conjunction with a CCD camera (640 × 480 pixels), positioned at the end 

of a short flight tube. The VMI electrode assembly and photoelectron flight tube are fully 

insulated from the effects of any magnetic fields by extensive mu-metal shielding along the 

time-of-flight axis. By reversing the polarity of the VMI electrode voltages, ion time-of-flight 

data can be recorded before commencing photoelectron acquisition. This allows the pressure 

of the helium carrier gas and the pulsed valve opening duration to be tuned in order to eliminate 

cluster formation in the molecular beam. 

Data collection runs repeatedly scan the translation stage between a series of carefully 

selected pump-probe delays, ∆t. Small linear increments (typically 30-50 fs) are taken in the 

region around ∆t = 0, with exponentially increasing steps then being used to sample more 

extended dynamical timescales out to hundreds of picoseconds (as required). In addition to the 

pump-probe image, one-colour pump-alone and probe-alone measurements may also be 

recorded at each delay position for subsequent background subtraction. Finally, to assist in the 

data analysis (discussed further below) accurate determination of the ∆t = 0 position, the pixel-

to-energy image calibration and the temporal instrument response (i.e. the pump-probe cross-

correlation function) is also required. Once the central pump and probe wavelengths are 

accurately known (using, for example, a compact USB grating spectrometer), this can be 

achieved in a single measurement using non-resonant (1+1′) ionization of an atom or molecule 

with a well-characterized photoelectron spectrum exhibiting sharp features. Alternatively, the 

cross-correlation and pixel-to-energy calibration information may be obtained via separate 

measurements using different systems, with the choice of strategy often dictated by the pump 

and probe photon energies being used in a given experiment.       

B. Data analysis 
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In the case of experimental approaches where the entire three-dimensional charged 

particle distribution is projected onto a two-dimensional detector plane, some processing of the 

raw image is required in order to provide data in a form suitable for subsequent analysis. 

Numerous strategies for carrying out this operation have been proposed including Fourier-

Hankel inversion [38, 39], iterative forward convolution methods [40, 41], basis-set expansion 

(BASEX) [41-44], backtracking and “onion peeling” techniques [45-48], Fourier moment 

analysis [49], pattern recognition [50] and maximum entropy analysis [51]. A recent article by 

Hickstein et al. provides an overview of many of these procedures [52]. In order to perform 

this step in our own data processing, we make use of a rapid matrix inversion scheme that 

provides a significant speed improvement over many other variants. Our approach is also 

extremely quick and easy to implement. A full discussion may be found in the Appendix of 

Ref. [34]. 

For the case of photoelectron images obtained via (1 + 1′) pump–probe ionization with 

parallel linear polarizations, evolution of the angular anisotropy is routinely analysed as a 

function of temporal delay ∆t and photoelectron kinetic energy E using the following well-

known expression [53, 54]: 

 ���, ∆�, �� =  
���,∆�

��
[1 + β���, ∆�����cos �� + β���, ∆�����cos ��]  (1) 

Here β2 and β4 are the anisotropy parameters describing the shape of the observed 

photoelectron angular distribution (PAD) and Pl(cos θ) are the lth-order Legendre polynomials. 

The angles θ = 0° and 180° lie along the laser polarization axis, which is set parallel to the 

imaging plane of the micro-channel plate/phosphor screen detector. Coupling between excited 

states induces mixing of their electronic character and this may be reflected in the temporal 

evolution of the anisotropy seen in PAD measurements [55, 56]. As such, the observation of 

this evolution using TRPEI may in principle yield more mechanistic insight into the relaxation 

dynamics than photoelectron spectra alone [57]. 
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Global fitting routines are also used to quantify the time-dependent system dynamics. 

Angle-integrated photoelectron spectra S(E, ∆t) may be modelled by a series of n exponentially 

decaying functions that are convolved with the experimentally determined Gaussian cross-

correlation function g(∆t). This is typically in the 120 – 180 fs region, with the exact value 

depending on the specific pump and probe wavelengths being used.  

 ���, ∆�� =  ∑ ����� ∙ exp[− ∆� #�⁄ ] ⊗ &�∆��'
�()   (2) 

The global fit returns the 1/e decay lifetime τi and the energy-dependent amplitudes Ai(E) for 

each exponential term, providing a decay associated spectrum (DAS) attributable to a 

dynamical process operating on a specific timescale. Eq. 2 describes a parallel fitting model 

(i.e. where all fit functions originate from ∆t = 0). This provides a basis for extracting 

dynamical information that assumes no a priori details about the nature of the mechanistic 

processes involved. This strategy is the one we adopt most commonly and, for clarity and ease 

of comparison, all of the DAS data presented in this review are obtained via this approach. Key 

features of this analysis will be highlighted in later case studies. More expanded discussions 

and some illustrative examples may also be found elsewhere [58, 59].  

III. THEORETICAL METHODS 

 Rydberg excited states provide a very stern test for electronic structure methods [60]. 

The one-electron bases (LCAO) commonly used to study valence excited states are far too 

compact for accurate Rydberg state energies. One can augment these bases using functions 

with very small radial exponents. This is typically done by adding a single diffuse set of 

functions to a given basis (e.g., the aug in aug-cc-pVDZ adds a set of diffuse s, p, and d 

functions to 2nd row atoms) [61]. This can be extended in a systematic manner through an even-

tempered construction [62] involving a constant ratio of exponents between successive 

functions to give bases that are doubly augmented (d-aug), triply augmented (t-aug) and so on. 

For (pure) Rydberg states, a common approach is to add very diffuse sets of (uncontracted) 
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orbitals to a single centre in a molecule (usually the centre of mass). Such functions have a 

lowest exponent that approximates the next radial shell of the atoms involved and are expanded 

outwards including some or all angular functions of each given shell [63]. 

Multi-configurational methods are powerful tools in theoretical photochemistry [64]. 

Here one expands the electronic state in a set of configurations formed from the molecular 

orbitals (themselves expanded in the one-electron basis sets, as discussed above). Both the 

orbitals and the configuration expansion coefficients are optimised simultaneously, thus 

generating an optimal set of molecular orbitals for a given expansion of the state. This means 

that, in principle, any state at any geometry can be described. Practically, this method is most 

commonly applied in the complete-active space self-consistent field (CASSCF) approach. Here 

the problem is formulated by choosing a set of active orbitals that can describe all the electronic 

states involved, and then performing a full configuration interaction (generating all possible 

configurations) within that set of orbitals [65]. As an example, one may choose six electrons 

distributed in the five pπ orbitals of pyrrole to describe the ground and all ππ* excited states, 

but these active spaces need to be enlarged by including a σ and σ* pair to describe N-H bond 

breaking. Although absolute energetics with CASSCF are not always reliable, the method can 

be exceptionally useful in understanding the shape and topology of potential energy surfaces. 

For improved accuracy, it is often sufficient to perform a subsequent single-point energy 

calculation including a perturbative correction to the energies, e.g., CASPT2 [64]. Excited state 

geometry optimisations and the location of seams of conical intersection between states can 

also readily be performed with CASSCF [65]. Furthermore, non-adiabatic coupling 

information (e.g. derivative coupling and gradient difference branching space vectors) can be 

obtained analytically.  

One the most accurate methods for treating ground electronic states is through a so-

called coupled cluster (CC) expansion of the wavefunction. Here configurations are generated 
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from a reference through a Taylor expansion of the exponential of the cluster operator *+  that 

yields all possible configurations by making occupied-virtual orbital substitutions. The 

coefficient (amplitude) of each term determines the importance of that configuration to the 

state. The cluster operator is truncated, most commonly at single (S) and double (D) 

substitutions (known as excitations) such that *+ = *+) + *+� defines the CCSD model. The 

power of CC theory is that the exponential anstaz ensures all products of excitations are 

included in the wavefunction, e.g., quadruple excitations are present through *+�
�.  

For excited electronic states, CC theory cannot be generally applied, as is also the case 

for density functional theory (DFT). Both methods can, however, be applied to the excited 

domain through the machinery of response theory. For DFT one looks at the Fourier transform 

of the time-dependent linear response function to obtain excitation energies as poles of the 

frequency-dependent polarizability, with the transition moments as residues at the poles [66]. 

This time-dependent density functional theory (TD-DFT) is very useful for calculations of 

excited states in large molecules, although for Rydberg states care must be taken as most 

approximate exchange-correlation functionals have an incorrect asymptotic decay [67]. 

When looking at Rydberg-valence mixing, or any reactive multi-state photochemistry 

in general involving a Rydberg state, achieving a balanced treatment is essential. Coupled 

cluster response theory takes a similar approach to TD-DFT but uses CC states for the 

reference. The theoretical machinery behind this is rather complex but has been fully 

mathematically developed and implemented for a wide variety of CC models [68]. A complete 

hierarchy of response methods can systematically improve the response function (and therefore 

ground and excited state properties), each with an associated computational cost. Such a 

hierarchy would be CCS, CC2, CCSD, CC3, CCSDT, … and the response functions derived 

from them. The computational cost of each scales as n4, n5, n6, n7, n8, … where n represents the 

size of the system (roughly the number of orbitals). The response functions are very general 
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and can yield a wide array of linear and non-linear molecular properties. For example, the 

(electric dipole) linear response (LR) function determines one-photon excitation energies and 

oscillator strengths [69], while the quadratic response function can determine two-photon 

absorption cross-sections [70] and excited state transition moments [71]. Such non-linear 

response functions can also be used to give excited state properties including dipole moments, 

second moments of the charge distribution, and higher-order properties such as excited state 

polarizabilities [72, 73]. Excited states obtained through CC response theory are treated in a 

very balanced manner, i.e., the amount of electron correlation recovered is similar for all states. 

Furthermore, despite being based on a single configuration ground state CC methods can treat 

very multi-configurational excited states. The excited states are determined by the response 

eigenvectors which essentially are coefficients describing orbital changes due to the transition. 

An alternative coupled cluster methodology for excited states is through the use of equation of 

motion (EOM) methods [74]. These essentially seek operators that determine the extent to 

which a given configuration is modified in an excited state relative to the ground state 

reference. This is carried out through a similarity transformed Hamiltonian but the essential 

(somewhat remarkable) conclusion is that even though the EOM formalism is very different to 

that of LR theory, they both ultimately give the same results for excitation energies. This is 

useful as EOM has some technical advantages in certain areas, as has response theory in others. 

We note that transition moments are not formally equivalent in both (those from LR being 

superior) although the difference has been shown to be very minor [75]. We have found it 

advantageous in our studies to use EOM for energetics across potential energy surfaces at 

multiple geometries, and response theory for excited state properties (discussed below) as wells 

as benchmarking vertical excitation energies using the CC3 model. Our results discussed in 

subsequent sections use the Gaussian programmes [76] and the Dalton codes [77, 78]. 
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A general question when modelling excited states relates to the assignment of 

qualitative labels that are easily understood from a chemical perspective. This is a general issue 

in theoretical spectroscopy and photochemistry, but of absolute importance when describing 

the evolution of Rydberg-to-valence character. Two things can be investigated for a given 

electronic state: firstly, the wavefunction (or the appropriate response eigenvector) can be 

“opened-up” to see what orbital transitions dominate relative to the ground state reference, and 

secondly various properties of the state can be calculated to understand better the change in 

electron distribution associated with the excitation. Often a qualitative analysis here is enough 

for state characterisation, but in the domain of mixed Rydberg/valence states a quantitative 

analysis at different geometries along the reaction path is invaluable. Looking at orbital 

transitions within the state, we have to acknowledge that EOM-CC is non-Hermitian and thus 

has (different) left and right eigenvectors. In practice, the difference is usually minimal and we 

use the components of the right eigenvector in state characterisation. Large EOM eigenvector 

amplitudes therefore represent the dominant orbital transitions characterising the state. There 

may be one of these or several (a multi-configurational excited state). Such orbital transitions 

may be tracked across different geometries, which allow us to connect the states up when the 

adiabatic (energy) ordering may change at different geometries. Thus, these provide crude 

diabatic labels based on the types of orbitals involved: n, π, σ, Rydberg like ns, np, nd etc. 

Another (qualitatively) useful tool is to look further into the so-called particle orbital (populated 

relative to ground state) and see what basis functions contribute strongly to it. For example, by 

looking at the coefficient of the first non-valence shell of an uncontracted basis function such 

as nitrogen 3s we can see how this evolves at different geometries [79, 80].  

Characterization that is more robust may be achieved using properties derived from a 

given state. Perhaps most useful in this regard is the second-moment of the charge distribution 

(SMCD). This provides an excellent quantitative way to define and characterise states. This 
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essentially measures the “width” of the electron distribution in each of three orthogonal 

directions defined by the molecular coordinate system. The difference in the isotropic invariant 

of SMCD tensors for ground and excited states ∆〈-�./
� 〉  is then used to quantify the spatial 

extent of an excited state relative to the ground state [60]. For each state ∆〈-�./
� 〉 is obtained 

from the average of the trace of the second moment charge distribution tensor ∆〈-�./
� 〉 =

)

1
�〈2�〉 + 〈3�〉 + 〈4�〉� , with valence states typically exhibiting values close to 1 Å2  and 

Rydberg states often exceeding this by an order of magnitude. Similarly, the isotropic 

polarizability volume 56 of each state may also provide an indicator of Rydberg character. Using 

such properties one may easily define mixed character and compare different states (and 

geometries) to ask which has, for example, the greater Rydberg character. There are also some 

interesting correlations between 56 and the electronic photoionization cross-section. This has 

potentially significant implications for some aspects of relative detection sensitivity in TRPEI 

experiments – an effect that may manifest upon transferring population non-adiabatically 

between different electronic states (inter-state detection) and/or due to nuclear geometry 

changes within a given electronic state (intra-state detection). A more detailed discussion of 

this issue is beyond the scope of this present review, but the reader is directed to Refs [79, 80] 

for some speculative initial thoughts on this issue. 

IV. CASE STUDIES  

A. Aliphatic amines 

Saturated aliphatic amines provide useful starting model systems for studying the 

dynamics of Rydberg-to-valence evolution in molecules following UV excitation. These 

systems also approximate nitrogen chromophore centres in various naturally occurring species 

such as peptides and neurotransmitters. In the vertical Franck-Condon region, the electronically 

excited states of aliphatic amines are all of predominantly Rydberg character. This is 

particularly advantageous for time-resolved spectroscopic measurements employing 
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photoelectron detection, since it gives rise to a strong propensity for diagonal ionization where 

transitions from various excited electronic states to the cation show very little associated 

change in vibrational state (i.e. ∆v = 0 dominates, where v is a generalized, non–mode-specific 

vibrational quantum number). Spectral features associated with such processes will therefore 

typically be relatively narrow – and so well resolved from each other [81]. Subtle details of the 

dynamical evolution (e.g. conformational reorganization [82-84], quantum coherence 

phenomena [85-87]) are therefore easily discerned due to a lack of spectral congestion. In 

contrast, these effects are easily obscured in valence state ionization due to broad, overlapping 

ionization features that reflect extended Franck-Condon distributions. Rydberg states also 

possess well-defined electronic orbital angular momentum (i.e. l is a good quantum number – 

at least to a first approximation). This typically leads to PADs displaying a pronounced 

anisotropy that, once again, may be observed in an electronic state-specific manner due to the 

inherently good spectral resolution.  

Given the nature of Rydberg state ionization outlined above, the TRPEI methodology 

therefore provides an excellent tool for systematically exploring excited state non-adiabatic 

dynamics using specifically selected series of aliphatic amines. As expanded upon shortly, 

ultrafast (i.e. sub-picosecond) internal conversion between various low-lying Rydberg states is 

a common phenomenon in the excited state photophysics of these systems [82-90]. This raises 

interesting questions relating to the mechanism via which such processes occur, however, since 

molecular states exhibiting purely Rydberg character are not expected to approach points of 

electronic degeneracy along any vibrational coordinate until the molecular framework becomes 

extremely distorted. The evolution of valence character along certain internal degrees of 

freedom provides the answer, and to understand this issue in more detail we evaluate TRPEI 

studies of five saturated aliphatic systems following (1+1′) ionization using a 200 nm (6.20 eV) 

pump and 267 nm (4.64 eV) probe [91-93]. Specifically, these are piperidine (Pip), N,N-
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dimethylisopropylamine (DMIPA), N,N-dimethylpropylamine (DMPA), N-methylpyrrolidine 

(Mpyr), and 1-azabicyclo[2.2.2]octane (ABCO, also known as quinuclidine) the structures of 

which are shown in Fig. 3. In contrast to the other systems, Pip is a secondary amine (containing 

both N-C and N-H bonds), whereas the rest are all tertiary species (containing only N-C bonds).  

1. Piperidine 

Photoelectron images resulting from (1 + 1′) ionization of Pip at selected pump–probe 

delay times are shown in Fig. 4. A pair of sharp, highly anisotropic ring features peaking along 

the laser polarization direction are clearly visible, along with an additional, largely isotropic 

component extending broadly across the central region. Note here that time-invariant pump-

alone and probe-alone signals have been subtracted and the images are 4-fold symmetrised, 

with the left half showing the processed data obtained following inversion [34]. The (linear) 

polarization direction of the pump and probe beams is vertical with respect to the figure. These 

technical image presentation details will generally apply throughout. Fig. 4 additionally shows 

the time-resolved photoelectron spectrum generated from a full set of image data. For ease of 

comparison with pump-probe photoelectron spectra previously reported by Weber and co-

workers for several other amine systems [82-84, 88, 89] the energy axis is here plotted in terms 

of Rydberg state binding energy EB, i.e. EB = Ehν(probe) - E(electron). No significant signals are 

observed at EB <2.0 eV, in agreement with expectations based on the adiabatic D0 ionization 

potential (8.20 eV) [94] and the total (1+1′) pump + probe energy (10.85 eV). Although the D1 

cation state is also, in principle, just energetically accessible [94, 95] there is no evidence of 

photoelectron features attributable to ionization into this continuum. Narrow spectral features 

centred at 2.55 eV and 3.35 eV (the latter of which is slightly delayed from ∆t = 0) correspond 

to the two sharp, anisotropic rings seen in the raw image data. On the basis of calculations 

detailed in our initial reporting of this work, these are assigned to ionization from the 3px and 

3s Rydberg states, respectively [92]. 
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The lower right panel of Fig. 4 shows the DAS generated from a global fit to the time-

resolved photoelectron data when using Eq. 2 with three exponentially decaying functions. We 

label each DAS using its respective decay constant τ1–3. The τ1 DAS (60 ± 20 fs) describes an 

extremely rapid process exhibiting a strong feature centred at 2.55 eV (3px ionization). There 

is also a negative amplitude component around 3.35 eV. Energetically this aligns with a strong 

positive amplitude peak (3s ionization) seen in the τ2 DAS (180 ± 20 fs), which is superimposed 

on a broad low-amplitude background extending over the 2.2–4.6 eV region. A longer-lived 

dynamical feature also spans similar Rydberg binding energies, as described by the τ3 DAS 

(1.7 ± 0.2 ps). Although only exhibiting small overall amplitude, the inclusion of this 

component is necessary to achieve a good quality overall fit. Our τ1 and τ2 values are in 

excellent agreement those quoted previously in a TRPEI study employing two photon 400 nm 

excitation of Pip (62 fs and 184 fs), although this work did not report a process associated with 

a third time constant [96]. 

 Excitation at 200 nm predominantly populates the 3px state, which is the lowest energy 

component of the 3p Rydberg manifold [92]. The τ1 DAS explicitly reveals the fate of this state 

as the negative amplitude feature seen at 3.35 eV coincides energetically with the large positive 

amplitude peak present in the τ2 DAS (which, as already highlighted, is attributable to 3s 

ionization). This indicates that sub-100 fs 3px to 3s internal conversion is taking place and 

provides a very clean illustration of the advantage offered by the parallel fitting model 

described by Eq. 1. Negative amplitude seen in the τ1 DAS around 3.35 eV indicates an 

exponential increase in photoelectron signals associated with population of an electronic state 

that is not accessed directly during the initial excitation event (i.e., it describes a spectral feature 

arising due to sequential dynamics). Although the parallel model described by Eq. 2 is therefore 

not formally an accurate physical representation of the dynamics, this choice of fitting approach 

makes no initial assumptions about the nature (sequential or otherwise) of the various non-
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adiabatic processes involved. This is instead revealed by the fitting process itself: the negative 

signal in the τ1 DAS is effectively a compensation effect in the overall data fit, subtracting away 

any positive amplitude included in the τ2 DAS contribution at short delay times. Taken in 

combination, the τ1 and τ2 DAS amplitudes then replicate a sequential dynamical feature in the 

experimental data (i.e., one not truly originating from ∆t = 0). This aspect of the DAS analysis 

will also be significant when considering other systems in later sections. 

Angular fits to our Pip image data using Eq. 1 reveal further evidence of the 3px/3s 

internal conversion through evolution of the β2 and β4 anisotropy parameters on timescales 

mirroring the τ1 DAS time constant. This is illustrated in Fig. 5 for selected binding energy 

regions corresponding to the sharp peaks at 2.55 eV and 3.35 eV (i.e. ionization form the 3px 

and 3s Rydberg states, respectively) and the broader feature extending to higher binding 

energies. The anisotropy associated with the sharp features is relatively high – as would 

typically be expected for Rydberg state ionization – although we highlight that the β4 value 

associated with the 3s state is close to zero. This is consistent with an atomic-like picture, where 

angular momentum conservation (∆l = ±1) requires single photon ionization of an s orbital (l 

= 0) to yield photoelectron partial waves of exclusively p character (which may be fully 

described by just the P2(cos θ) term in Eq. 1). Within the same picture, p state ionization should 

give rise to both s and d partial wave contributions. The shape of the PAD is now inherently 

more complex, as the relative amplitudes and phases of these components can influence the 

observed outcome (a particularly instructive illustration may be found in Wu et al. [57]). For 

molecular Rydberg states this atomic-like picture is clearly an approximation, however, as 

additional photoelectron partial wave contributions to the overall PAD can arise due to 

scattering off the non-spherical ion core during the ionization event [97]. Photoionization is 

also assumed to proceed directly and not via auto-ionizing resonances in the continuum [81]. 

Any deviations from the “pure” atomic orbital picture mean that minor l > 0 contributions to 
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the excited state “3s” wavefunction can also be expected as – as evidenced by the β2 value here 

(0.70) being some way below the limiting value of 2.0. Nevertheless, the observation of PADs 

exhibiting a relatively high degree of overall anisotropy but with a small or zero β4 contribution 

does appear to be a feature consistently seen in the ionization of excited states exhibiting 

predominantly 3s Rydberg character. This will be of particular relevance when considering the 

case of pyrrole in Section IV F.  

 To gain additional insight into the excited state dynamics, EOM-CCSD/aug-cc-pVDZ 

calculations were performed to obtain potential energy curves for Pip along the N–H and N–C 

stretching coordinates. Curves were also evaluated for the D0 ionic state by relaxing the neutral 

geometries to those of the radical cation (using B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ), and then evaluating 

subsequent N and N - 1 electron CCSD/aug-ccpVDZ energy differences at each point to obtain 

the orbital relaxed ionization energies. As seen in Fig 6, extension of the N–C bond leads to 

the 3px state evolving a significant dissociative nσ* valence contribution while the 3s state and 

other members of the 3p manifold retain their predominantly bound Rydberg character. 

Consequently, the 3s and 3px states reach a point of degeneracy close to 1.9 Å. In marked 

contrast, the 3s state instead develops nσ* character and all 3p states remain Rydberg in nature 

when extending the N–H bond. These differences in the evolution of electronic character along 

the two coordinates is also evident in the orbital plots included in Fig. 6. As highlighted in the 

Introduction, the dissociative nature of the 3s state along the N-H bond in Pip is typical of the 

behaviour also reported in a wide variety of other small organic molecules containing 

heteroatoms. 

Although we have so far used the excited state Rydberg character as a simple label for 

identification/discussion, our calculations illustrate that such descriptions are only appropriate 

in the vertical Franck–Condon region (i.e. when the excited state geometry is similar to the 

ground state). Over the much wider range of nuclear configurations that may be sampled 
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following UV excitation, a more complete mixed Rydberg/valence picture of the excited states 

(e.g. 3s/nσ*) is clearly more valid, and this will prove extremely helpful in fully interpreting 

various spectral signatures in our TRPEI data. One important practical caveat here, however, 

is that in situations where the cation potential energy surface exhibits markedly different 

topology to that of the excited state being ionized, Franck–Condon considerations may mean 

the effective experimental observation window is too limited to fully reflect this evolution in 

orbital character. In this instance, the total pump + probe energy (10.85 eV) significantly 

exceeds the Pip D0 ionization potential (8.20 eV). Even though Fig. 6 reveals the 3s/nσ* and 

D0 potential surfaces are very different along the N–H stretching coordinate, the fact that the 

experiment projects up to 2.65 eV into the ionization continuum means there is still a 

favourable window of observation along this particular reaction coordinate. For a more 

expanded perspective on this issue, the reader is directed to our recent work on acetylacetone 

using probes in the vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) spectral region [98]. We will also consider it 

again briefly in Section V. 

Once the initially prepared 3px state population has non-adiabatically transferred to the 

3s state (at an extended N-C distance), the vibrational wavepacket then encounters a bound 

potential along the N–C coordinate (see Fig. 6). The system therefore moves rapidly back 

towards the Franck–Condon region. Any extension along the N–H coordinate of the 3s state 

may then move freely out towards an asymptotic dissociation limit, ultimately yielding H atom 

photoproducts (discussed in more detail shortly).  This is the origin of the ultrafast decay 

described by the τ2 DAS (180 ± 20 fs). During this process, a wide range of nuclear geometries 

will be sampled – with the 3s state transitioning rapidly between Rydberg and valence 

character, although the associated H atom motion is far too fast to permit any temporal 

resolution of this effect in our experiments (which have a cross correlation of 160 fs). We 

suggest, however, that our data does reflect this evolution in a spectrally averaged way since 
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increasing nσ* valence contributions at increased N–H bond extensions (and associated 

decreases in Rydberg character) will lead to an overall reduction in the observed propensity for 

diagonal ionisation. This would be expected to give rise to a much broader feature in the Pip 

photoelectron spectrum and τ2 DAS, as is indeed observed. Associated reductions in the 

anisotropy parameters associated with this ionization signal are also present (see Fig. 5) due to 

the increased nσ* contribution no longer being predominantly described by a single s-type 

basis orbital (i.e. a number of functions with non-negligible amplitude and l > 0 now contribute 

significantly the overall electronic state wavefunction). These signals attributable to nσ* 

ionization are convolved with the narrow, anisotropic peak seen at 3.35 eV that provides an 

indication of the increased 3s Rydberg character sampled at shorter N-H distances (i.e. in the 

Franck-Condon region).  

In order to interpret the small-amplitude spectral signature described by the τ3 DAS 

(1.7 ± 0.2 ps), we highlight that Ashfold and co-workers have previously reported two distinct 

H atom kinetic energy release channels in the structurally related molecule morpholine 

following UV excitation between 250 nm and 193 nm [99]. This observation is attributed to 

two distinct subsets of dissociating molecules encountering an nσ*/S0 conical intersection at 

highly extended N–H distances: those exhibiting planar geometries about the N atom pass 

directly through this region, whereas non-planar structures undergo a more ‘‘frustrated’’ 

process, repeatedly resampling the conical intersection until the correct region of phase space 

is achieved. We therefore infer similar dynamics here in Pip, with a non-adiabatic pathway 

leading to the S0 ground state proceeding either promptly (upon the initial encounter with the 

nσ*/S0 conical intersection), or via a longer-time process where excited state population 

remains briefly trapped on the 3s/nσ* potential surface at extended N–H distances before 

internal conversion occurs. These two possibilities are captured in the τ2 (180 ± 20 fs) and τ3 

(1.7 ± 0.2 ps) DAS, respectively. 
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Overall, our findings in Pip reveal the role played by three different nuclear coordinate 

motions in driving stepwise internal conversion across multiple potential energy surfaces. Our 

analysis also highlights the distinct photoionization signatures associated with these processes, 

and in particular, those relating to evolution of Rydberg-to-valence excited state orbital 

character. We will consider many of these themes again in the following sections.   

2. Tertiary amines 

Time-resolved photoelectron spectra of DMPA, DMIPA, MPyr and ABCO are 

presented in Fig 7. A selection of the raw image data obtained for DMIPA is also included for 

direct comparison with Fig 4. As with Pip, two narrow spectral features indicative of Rydberg 

state ionization are clearly observed in all cases, with the peaks at higher (>2.6 eV) and lower 

(<2.6 eV) binding energies being attributable to photoelectrons originating from the 3s state 

and 3p manifold, respectively. The broader feature seen in Pip attributed to a valence state 

contribution to the photoelectron signal now appears to be greatly reduced. More striking, 

however, is that fact that the 3s state ionization peaks appearing at binding energies >2.6 eV 

all display lifetimes that are at least two orders of magnitude greater than that seen in Pip 

following excitation using the same 200 nm pump (note the use of a mixed linear/logarithmic 

time axis here). As will be expanded upon below, this profound difference in 3s lifetime is not 

a simple tunnelling rate effect arising due to the presence of any small barrier along the N–CH3 

stretch of the excited state potential surface. Fitted 1/e 3s state lifetimes extracted from this 

data vary between 38 ps (DMIPA) to >1 ns (ABCO) [91, 93]. A more subtle feature in Fig. 7 

is also seen in the form a distinct “bend” in some of the observed peaks as the pump-probe 

delay time increases over the first few hundred femtoseconds. In DMPA and DMIPA this 

occurs in the signal attributed to ionization from the 3p manifold, whereas in Mpyr it is apparent 

in the 3s state ionization peak. In ABCO, however, this behaviour is not observed at all.  Similar 

short-time evolution of photoelectron peak positions has been previously reported for several 
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other tertiary amine systems, being attributed to internal conversion within the 3p manifold 

[88] and (in larger species) to additional conformational reorganization effects [82-84]. 

DMIPA, DMPA and Mpyr are much less structurally rigid than ABCO and calculations 

detailed in our initial description of this work indicate that a number of geometry-relaxed 

conformers are accessible on the excited state potential energy surfaces [91]. These all involve 

the molecule achieving planarity about the N atom – a significant change from the pyramidal 

structure of the S0 ground state. Calculations furthermore reveal that in Mpyr the transition to 

the lowest-lying member of the singlet 3p manifold carries the highest oscillator strength (3py 

← nN). No significant internal conversion within the 3p manifold is therefore likely to occur 

and population in the initially prepared 3py state rapidly decays directly to the 3s state in a few 

hundred femtoseconds (see Fig. 7). Significant conformational reorganization on the 3s 

potential energy surface then gives rise to the small observed spectral shift in the photoelectron 

peak close to 3.0 eV. This is a consequence of Rydberg state energies being extremely sensitive 

to changes in ion core geometry (the so-called “Rydberg fingerprint” [90]). 

In DMIPA and DMPA the situation is slightly different to Mpyr, as here the transition 

to the state sitting energetically in the middle of the 3p manifold carries the greatest oscillator 

strength. Following 200 nm excitation, internal conversion within the 3p manifold may also 

now contribute significantly to the non-adiabatic energy redistribution dynamics prior to decay 

into the 3s state. Given the small (~0.1 eV) calculated splitting between the individual 3p states 

[91], internal conversion alone could account for the spectral position shift seen in the 

photoelectron peak close to 2.3 eV. It is clear from Fig. 7, however, that the excited state 

population in DMIPA and DMPA remains within the 3p manifold for a considerably longer 

period of time than in Mpyr (the overall fitted 3p residence times are 560 ± 40 fs, 640 ± 40 fs, 

and 400 ± 30 fs, respectively). Conformational reorganization in DMIPA and DMPA is also 

therefore expected to occur before crossing to the 3s state takes place, consistent with the fact 
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that no shift is seen in photoelectron peak position close to 3.0 eV. Consequently, we may infer 

from these findings that planarization about the N atom (the major conformational change) is 

not a prerequisite for efficient internal conversion to the 3s state. This observation also appears 

to be in excellent agreement with the branching space vectors calculated for the 3s/3p conical 

intersection in DMIPA using the CASSCF method described in Section III (see Fig. 8). Here 

the predominant nuclear motions driving the non-adiabatic dynamics are the N–Ciso stretch and 

(to a lesser extent) torsion between the two terminal CH3 groups. Further experimental 

verification also comes from the data obtained for the much more structurally rigid species 

ABCO (work undertaken at the University of Copenhagen as part of a collaborative project). 

Here the caged geometry prevents the molecule from achieving a planar conformation close to 

the nitrogen centre, yet the 3p lifetime is still very short (620 ± 80 fs). This rigidity also 

accounts for the lack of any spectral shifts in the photoelectron peaks attributable to both 3p 

and 3s state ionization.  

To aid better experimental understanding, EOM-CCSD/aug-cc-pVDZ calculations 

were performed on DMIPA to generate potential energy curves along the nitrogen-methyl bond 

and the nitrogen-isopropyl bond. As summarized in Fig. 8, one member of the 3p manifold 

(3px) develops increased σ* valence character along both N-C coordinates and crosses the 3s 

state at relatively modest bond extensions – just as observed previously in Pip. Unlike Pip, 

however, the 3s state remains strongly bound along all coordinates, correlating with the 

enormous differences in overall energy redistribution timescales seen in saturated tertiary 

amines versus their primary and secondary analogues. As noted earlier, it has been widely 

established that states of predominantly s Rydberg character evolve significant σ* valence 

character at even relatively modest N–H or O-H extensions in a wide range of small molecular 

systems. This creates pathways for extremely rapid dissociation and/or non-adiabatic decay 

processes. Furthermore, in many (heteroatom) methyl-substituted analogues of these systems, 
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the 3s derived mixed Rydberg/valence state retains many of these same characteristics [100-

102]. A notable example here is N,N-dimethylaniline – which we will consider in more detail 

shortly. It is therefore perhaps surprising that in saturated tertiary amine species any 3s 

Rydberg-to-valence evolution behaviour appears to be absent – something we will start to 

explore further in Section IV C. 

Finally here, the ultimate fate of the 3s state still remains to be resolved. Although 

radiative decay via fluorescence has been previously suggested as a possible pathway [89], 

quantum yield data reported for several other saturated tertiary amines suggests this is unlikely 

to be the dominant mechanism following 200 nm excitation [103-105]. An alternative pathway 

is intersystem crossing (ISC), although we believe this may also be ruled out as the predicted 

triplet state energies are only approx. 0.05–0.15 eV below the corresponding singlet states [91]. 

As was the case with Pip, our TRPEI experiments project deeply into the ionization continuum 

(2.45–2.65 eV) and efficient triplet state ionization should be therefore possible in our 

experiments. No signatures of such ionization are observed, although this does come with the 

general caveat that if the triplet state lifetimes are much shorter than that of the singlet 3s state 

then the associated low levels of “steady state” population may be undetectable in our 

measurements. For a more expanded discussion of these relative detection sensitivity effects, 

the reader is directed to a recent numerical modelling study [106].  

In order to resolve the 3s decay pathway issue more clearly, the photoelectron angular 

distribution provides useful additional information (see Fig. 9 for representative data from 

DMIPA and Mpyr). At short (<1 ps) pump-probe delays the evolution of both β2 and β4 follows 

a similar trend to that already seen in Pip – reflecting changes in electronic structure associated 

with the initial 3p to 3s internal conversion. Both anisotropy parameters for the long-lived 3s 

singlet state then reach a plateau (with β4 close to zero), before then rising again to levels close 

to those seen near ∆t = 0. Based on energetics and associated density-of-states arguments, only 
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the triplet 3s state is likely to act an efficient ISC pathway [91]. Coupling between two 

electronic states of predominantly s Rydberg orbital character would, however, be unlikely to 

produce the significant non-zero β4 values seen at extended pump–probe delays (in addition to 

being strongly disfavoured by El-Sayed's rules [107]). Related arguments also apply if the 

singlet 3s state were instead to decay via direct non-radiative internal conversion S0. Here 

prerequisite mixing of the overwhelmingly valence ground state character would be extremely 

unlikely to produce the increased β2 values characteristic of more well-defined angular 

momentum at long pump–probe delays – in fact, a significant decrease would be predicted. We 

therefore suggest that during the extended 3s state lifetime (tens of picoseconds to 

nanoseconds), the initially localized vibrational wavepacket becomes dispersed, and extensive 

intramolecular vibrational redistribution (IVR) will occur. This leads to the system sampling a 

large volume of phase space, during which time it will occasionally re-encounter the conical 

intersection with the 3p state (the specific manifold component label – x, y, or z – will vary 

between systems). Enhanced state mixing close to the 3s/3p conical intersection geometry may 

then give rise to a component within the overall 3s state ionization signal exhibiting increased 

β2 and β4 values. As redistribution of energy into specific vibrational modes is likely required 

to facilitate efficient population transfer, this effect gains in significance as IVR proceeds, 

leading to the observed evolution of the anisotropy towards large pump–probe delay times. 

Population transfer onto the repulsive part of the 3p potential then leads to rapid direct bond 

fission along an N-C stretching coordinate. Alternatively, subsequent non-adiabatic decay of 

the repopulated 3p state to S0 could take place at highly extended N–C bond lengths (see Fig. 

8). Our current TRPEI measurements are blind to the final steps of both these possible 

pathways, as by then population has exited the effective detection window for efficient 

ionization. We are therefore unable to comment further on this aspect of the dynamics at 

present, but undertaking future measurements with probes in the VUV spectral region is likely 
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to reveal more information in this regard. Despite this, the additional insight provided by the 

angle-resolved data provides a good example of the key benefit afforded by the photoelectron 

imaging approach.     

B. Anilines 

Aniline-based motifs represent an interesting extension to the work already outlined on 

saturated amine species. The benzene ring system attached directly to the nitrogen centre now 

introduces low-lying, optically bright valence states of ππ* character. As we will illustrate, this 

has a significant effect on the overall observed dynamics – especially regarding the nature of 

Rydberg-to-valence evolution. Non-adiabatic processes operating in aniline and some of its 

derivatives have received a great deal of study using both time- [108-114] and frequency-

resolved [115] experimental measurements, as well as in-depth theoretical investigations [116, 

117]. Despite this, the nature of the interaction between the lowest lying mixed 

Rydberg/valence state, labelled S2(3s/πσ∗), and the S1(ππ*) state remains unclear – particularly 

in regard to the direction of non-adiabatic population transfer. At higher excitation energies (< 

240 nm) the influence of the second ππ* states and role the 3p Rydberg manifold is also not 

yet fully reconciled. In light of these issues, we previously employed the TRPEI approach to 

explore the excited state dynamics of aniline and some of its methyl-substituted derivatives 

over a range of pump wavelengths between 273 and 240 nm [80, 118, 119]. Here, however, we 

focus on instructive measurements made using 250 nm excitation in a series of three molecules: 

aniline, N,N-dimethylaniline (N,N-DMA) and 3,5-dimethylaniline (3,5-DMA) – the structures 

of which are included in Fig. 10. In all cases, simultaneous excitation of both the S1(ππ*) and 

S2(3s/πσ∗) states is expected [80]. Since decay pathways for the S2(3s/πσ∗) state in aniline are 

believed to involve motion along the N-H stretching coordinate and deformations of the 

aromatic ring system [113, 115] selective methylation of these sites is expected to offer 

additional dynamical insight.  
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Fig. 10 shows photoelectron images resulting from (1 + 1′) ionization of aniline at 

various pump-probe delay times, along with the time-resolved photoelectron spectra generated 

from the complete set of image data obtained for each molecule. At early ∆t values, a sharp 

outer ring displaying a high degree of spatial anisotropy is evident, peaking along the direction 

of laser polarization. As already seen with aliphatic amines, this is highly characteristic of 

Rydberg state ionization – specifically the S2(3s/πσ∗) state in this instance. The intense and 

much longer-lived feature comprising the inner part of the images is broad and exhibits a lower 

degree of anisotropy. This is attributable to ionization from the S1(ππ*) valence state. 

Superficially, the photoelectron spectra obtained for all three molecules appear to exhibit 

similar temporal behaviour. This includes a long-lived feature spanning the low photoelectron 

kinetic energy region up to ∼0.7 eV, a weak signal decaying in ∼1 ps superimposed on top of 

this, and a very rapidly decaying feature towards higher energies. Subtle differences in the 

dynamics become apparent, however, upon extracting the DAS using the procedure outlined 

in Section II. As seen in the top row of Fig. 11, three exponentially decaying functions were 

required to produce a satisfactory fit in all cases. The first, labelled τ1, exhibits a time-constant 

of ≤100 fs. At photoelectron kinetic energies > ~0.6 eV, a prominent narrow peak is evident, 

on top of a broader, largely unstructured background – something that is reminiscent of the 

situation seen previously in Pip. This is assigned to rapid decay of the S2(3s/πσ∗) state, with 

the associated Rydberg-to-valence evolution (discussed further shortly) giving rise to a 

spectrally averaged measurement of the changing orbital character. The second DAS, τ2, 

describes a slightly longer process (550 fs-2.2 ps) that we attribute to IVR within the S1(ππ*) 

state (see Ref. [80] for an expanded discussion), while the final function, τ3 (180-230 ps) 

describes the overall S1(ππ*) decay. A key feature of note in Fig. 11 is that in aniline and N,N-

DMA the τ1 DAS exhibits negative amplitude at kinetic energies below approx. 0.5 eV. In 3,5-

DMA, however, this is not the case. As already illustrated for the case of Pip, the presence of 
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this negative amplitude provides a strong indication of sequential a dynamical process. The 

implication here is therefore that S2(3s/πσ∗) to S1(ππ*) internal conversion is taking place in 

aniline and N,N-DMA, but that this pathway in not significant for 3,5-DMA. In the case of 

aniline, however, there is additional evidence for a second decay pathway (competing with 

internal conversion) to which our TRPEI measurement is effectively blind. This comes from 

the work of the Ashfold and Stavros groups, who have both reported H atom release occurring 

on a very rapid timescale following 250 nm excitation [113, 115]. This was inferred from 

photofragment recoil anisotropy and, in the latter case, also observed directly in the sub-

picosecond appearance time of the H atom photoproducts. In both studies, the origin of this 

process was attributed to dissociation along the N–H coordinate of the S2(3s/πσ∗) state. Given 

that population is still moving out of the S2(3s/πσ∗) state in 3,5-DMA extremely rapidly (τ1 = 

100 fs), exclusive dissociation along the N–H stretching coordinate therefore seems the most 

likely candidate for the decay mechanism in this instance.  

Further dynamical insight may be gained from the temporal evolution of the PADs – as 

presented in the bottom row of Fig 11, which shows the temporal evolution of β2 averaged over 

broad kinetic energy regions of the photoelectron spectra where long-lived (≥180 ps) signals 

are observed (as modelled by the τ3 DAS). In all instances, trends in the temporal variation of 

β2 are consistent across these regions and averaging only serves to provide improved data 

statistics. The corresponding β4 parameters (not shown) are very small (<±0.05) and exhibit 

too much statistical noise to provide any additional information. While aniline exhibits no 

evidence of any change in PAD anisotropy with pump-probe delay, N,N-DMA and 3,5-DMA 

both display clear evolution in β2. The initial rise in 3,5-DMA (∼1 ps) is significantly longer 

than that seen in N,N-DMA (∼200 fs). We suggest the observed change in β2 is directly related 

to the evolution of the S1(ππ∗) electronic character that occurs as each system assumes the 

correct geometry to access the conical intersection connecting to the S2(3s/πσ∗) state. 
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Critically, the observed relative timescales appear consistent with the assumption that out-of-

plane distortions of the aromatic ring system and extensions of the N–H/N–CH3 bonds are 

prerequisites for this interaction to occur. In aniline, there is no significant variation in β2 with 

pump-probe delay, although the τ1 DAS data in Fig. 11 clearly indicates evidence of some non-

adiabatic population transfer between the S2(3s/πσ∗) and S1(ππ∗) states (which must require 

some state mixing). We therefore assume here that any changes in angular anisotropy are too 

fast to discern properly within the temporal resolution of our experiment. As already discussed 

previously, we may furthermore assume that both the internal conversion and direct N-H 

dissociation pathways act in competition to deplete the aniline S2(3s/πσ∗) state population. 

Upon methylation of the N–H groups (N,N-DMA), the S1(ππ∗)/S2(3s/πσ∗) coupling interaction 

is slowed. This is a small effect as motion along N–CH3 coordinate is still very rapid, but is 

sufficient to permit the PAD evolution to now be revealed experimentally, with β2 rising to a 

maximum value in 200 fs. This remains comparable to any direct dissociation rate and so 

internal conversion may still act as a competing pathway. Methylation of the ring system (3,5-

DMA), however, exerts a more profound effect on the timescale for accessing the 

S1(ππ∗)/S2(3s/πσ∗) conical intersection. Since a greater number of (more massive) atomic 

centres within the molecule need to be displaced, β2 now takes significantly longer to its 

maximum value (∼1 ps). Since the timescale for direct N-H dissociation will not slow down to 

the same extent, simple kinetics arguments therefore imply that any population initially 

prepared in the S2(3s/πσ∗) state of 3,5-DMA will now be depleted via this H atom elimination 

pathway (i.e. before the system can access the S1(ππ∗)/S2(3s/πσ∗) conical intersection). Unlike 

aniline and N,N-DMA, no region of negative amplitude is therefore observed in the τ1 DAS of 

3,5-DMA. Taken in combination, the observed energy-resolved (DAS) and angle-resolved 

(PAD) data provide a clear, self-consistent picture of the dynamical processes taking place 

across all three systems under study. This once again illustrates the added benefit of the highly 
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differential imaging aspect of the TRPEI measurements. This becomes even more useful upon 

shifting the excitation wavelength from 250 nm to 240 nm, where excitation of a second, 

higher-lying ππ* state is also now a factor. Additional features in the temporal evolution of the 

photoelectron anisotropy parameters in N,N-DMA and 3,5-DMA (and associated kinetics 

arguments) again provide useful insight into fate of this state – as well as the S1(ππ∗) and 

S2(3s/πσ∗) states. A detailed discussion of this data may be found in Ref. [118].  

A key point of note implicit in the above discussions is that the observation of a sub-

100 fs S2(3s/πσ∗) lifetime in N,N-DMA indicates that dissociation along the N–CH3 stretching 

coordinate must be direct (rather than mediated via tunnelling) in order to compete effectively 

with internal conversion. The dissociative nature of this state is confirmed upon performing 

rigid scans along the N–H and N-CH3 stretching coordinate at the EOM-CCSD level for aniline 

and N,N-DMA, respectively. As seen in Fig. 12, the S1(ππ∗) valence state remains strongly 

bound, whereas the S2(3s/πσ∗) state exhibits significant evolution of increased (dissociative) 

valence character. Although this observation in aniline is consistent with that seen previously 

in Pip, the nature of the transitory Rydberg-to-valence behaviour in N,N-DMA is very different 

that observed in various saturated tertiary aliphatic amines (MPyr, DMIPA etc.). Here the 3s 

state is strongly bound along this coordinate, increasing the lifetime by at least two orders of 

magnitude. This clearly suggests the presence of the aromatic ring system in N,N-DMA exerts 

additional influence over the electronic state character as a function of nuclear coordinates, in 

turn modifying the dynamics following UV excitation. 

C. General functionality effects in amine Rydberg-to-valence evolution 

As highlighted above, there are clear general differences in the way that various 

amine/aniline species appear to evolve valence character within their Rydberg states. We have 

therefore undertaken preliminary theoretical investigations to begin to evaluating the effect of 

ππ* states associated with unsaturated chemical functionality on the nature of valence character 
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evolution [118]. A series of three model tertiary amines that systematically introduce C=C 

double bonds in close proximity to the amine N atom centre are presented in Fig. 13. Rigid 

scans were then performed for the lowest energy conformer of each species along N–C bond 

extensions for several low-lying singlet excited states. In the fully saturated system N,N-

dimethylcyclohexylamine (N,N-DMCHA), evolution of Rydberg to (nσ*) valence character is 

observed along the N–CH3 bond for a heavily mixed p-Rydberg state located in the quasi-

molecular plane of the cyclohexane ring. At an N–C distance close to 1.9 Å this state crosses 

with the 3s Rydberg state, which retains strongly bound character even at these relatively large 

bond extensions. This behaviour is similar to that seen in the tertiary aliphatic amines discussed 

earlier. A similar overall outcome is obtained for the equivalent scan along the N–C bond 

connecting to the ring system (not shown).  

Three different isomers are possible upon introducing a single C=C double bond into 

N,N-DMCHA. The specific species investigated was N,N-dimethyl-1-cyclohexen-1-amine 

(N,N-DM-1-CHA) since it places the unsaturated functionality closest to the N atom centre. 

Once again, we find p-Rydberg-to-valence evolution similar to the fully saturated N,N-

DMCHA example – although the Rydberg states are highly mixed in this system, making 

tracking their (adiabatic) evolution along the N–C bond extension particularly challenging. The 

lowest-lying ππ* state associated with the C=C double bond is energetically located well above 

the 3s state and 3p Rydberg manifold and so is not shown in Fig. 13. Increasing the complexity 

a step further, several isomers are again possible for diene systems. The conjugated species 

N,N-dimethyl-1,3-cyclohexadien-1-amine (N,N-DM-1,3-CHA) is highlighted here as this 

exhibits a strong interaction between the conjugated carbon network and the nitrogen lone pair.  

A ππ* valence state in now energetically embedded within the low-lying Rydberg manifold 

and here the lowest-lying (predominantly 3s) state evolves σ* character – behaviour that is 

now similar to the aromatic tertiary system N,N-DMA discussed earlier. Overall, these 
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preliminary theoretical findings emphasize that the non-adiabatic dynamics operating in 

tertiary amines will be strongly influenced by the extent to which the N atom lone pair interacts 

with nearby unsaturated functional groups. 

To extend the theoretical characterization in our systematically varied tertiary amines, 

we have evaluated the isotropic invariant of the second-moment of charge tensor relative to the 

S0 ground state ∆〈-�./
� 〉. This also serves to illustrate more generally the use of different excited 

state properties to assist in parametrizing the nature of Rydberg-to-valence effects. More 

examples relevant to other molecules considered in this review may be found elsewhere [80, 

91]. Section IV E will also return to this issue later for the specific case of indole. Here we 

limit our discussion to comparing two structural extremes: the aromatic species N,N-DMA and 

the fully saturated system N,N-DMCHA. As Section III highlights in greater technical detail, 

∆〈-�./
� 〉 is a measure of the spatial extent of an electronic state. This therefore provides useful 

additional insight when investigating the evolution of molecular electronic character, with 

Rydberg state values often exceeding those of valence states by an order of magnitude or more 

[60]. Here we find that the evolution of Rydberg-to-valence character along the N–CH3 stretch 

seen in the potential energy cuts of Fig. 13 is also reflected strongly in the ∆〈-�./
� 〉 values (see 

Fig. 14). In N,N-DMCHA it is a higher-lying (notionally) p-Rydberg state that undergoes a 

significant contraction in orbital size but in N,N-DMA it is instead the 3s state that exhibits this 

behaviour.  

D. Amides 

Amide-based motifs occur frequently in important biomolecular systems such as amino 

acids, peptides, the DNA bases, and plant phenylpropanoids. They also provide an interesting 

model functionality to begin experimentally testing some of the ideas discussed in the 

preceding section – specifically here, the dynamical influence exerted by an unsaturated 

carbonyl C=O group in close proximity to an N-H2 or N-(CH3)2 centre. TRPEI studies using a 
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vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) pump wavelength centred at 159.4 nm (7.78 eV) were undertaken 

to investigate the non-adiabatic dynamics operating in formamide (FOR) – the simplest amide, 

as well as its methyl substituted analogue N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF), the structures of 

which are included in Fig. 15. In the original paper documenting this work [120], a third system 

(N,N-dimethylacetamide) was also considered, but this is omitted here. Based on previously 

reported spectroscopic [121-125] and theoretical [126-132] studies, excitation of FOR close to 

160 nm is known to directly populate both a component of the 3p Rydberg manifold (assigned 

at the n-3px transition) and a ππ* valence state associated with the C=O group. In DMF, the 

absorption bands are red-shifted [123-125] and members of the 3d Rydberg series also become 

energetically accessible [131, 133]. The production of VUV femtosecond pulses and their 

integration into TRPEI measurements presents a number of technical experimental challenges. 

The approach used here employs non-collinear four-wave mixing in an argon-filled static gas 

cell, leading to generation of the fifth harmonic from a Ti:Sapphire laser [134, 135]. This work 

was undertaken at the National Research Council of Canada as a collaborative project, and a 

full description of the set-up may be found elsewhere [136, 137]. An additional overview may 

also be found in the initial report detailing our own implementation of this approach [98].      

Time-resolved photoelectron spectra are presented in Fig. 15 along with the DAS plots 

obtained from the fitting procedure described in Section II. The FOR data shows a strong peak 

centred at a photoelectron kinetic energy of 2.1 eV. As with previous examples, the narrow 

width of this feature provides a strong indicator of Rydberg state ionization. Below 1.8 eV, a 

broad, mostly unstructured band is also prominent, indicative of ionization from a valence state. 

The photoelectron spectrum of DMF is more complex, exhibiting three distinct narrow peaks 

centred at 2.9 eV, 2.1 eV, and 1.5 eV. A much less prominent, broader feature also extends to 

lower electron kinetic energies. In both molecules, two exponentially decaying functions are 

required for satisfactorily modelling of the temporal evolution see in the photoelectron spectra, 
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with the DAS exhibiting extremely fast 10-35 fs (τ1) and 70 fs (τ2) components. In FOR, the 

DAS amplitudes do not display any narrow regions of negative signal, and so we infer that no 

significant internal conversion occurs between the initially populated n-3px state and lower-

lying members of the Rydberg manifold. In contrast, the DAS obtained for DMF exhibit 

negative amplitudes in the τ1 component, with narrow, peaked features being clearly visible at 

2.1 eV and 1.5 eV. This suggests that significant internal conversion processes do occur within 

the Rydberg manifold in this instance. Additionally here, the much broader negative amplitude 

feature superimposed over the narrow peaks in the τ1 DAS also indicates internal conversion 

between the initially excited Rydberg state(s) and a state of valence character. Parallel 

deactivation pathways therefore appear to be in operation as the initially excited states are 

rapidly depopulated. 

Additional insight into the overall nature of the excited state dynamics operating in 

FOR and DMF is provided by complementary ab initio calculations. Potential energy cuts 

along the N-H stretching coordinate of FOR were evaluated using both EOM-CCSD/aug-cc-

pVTZ and TD-CAM-B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ for the H atom furthest from the amide C=O group. 

The qualitative agreement between the two approaches was found to be extremely good and, 

given this result, the evolution along the equivalent N-CH3 bond in DMF and the N-CO bond 

in FOR were also then evaluated using the less computationally intensive TD-CAM-

B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ approach. This work is summarized in Fig. 16.  Many of the excited state 

are very strongly mixed – particularly along the N-CO coordinate – making their assignment 

considerably more challenging than other examples considered earlier. In order to assist with 

this inherent difficulty, natural transition orbitals [138] were computed at selected critical 

points along each coordinate, which enabled the dominant excited state orbital contributions to 

be discerned more definitively. Key features seen in Fig. 16 are the dissociative character of 

the low-lying ππ* state in FOR along the N-CO bond and the development of σ* valence 
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character in the FOR 3s states at extended N-H distances – an attribute notably absent along 

the N-CH3 coordinate of DMF, where a member of the 3p Rydberg manifold exhibits this 

behaviour instead. These findings suggest that Rydberg-to-valence evolution in primary and 

tertiary amides is similar to their aliphatic (rather than aromatic) amine analogues. Given the 

extensive state mixing, however, such interpretations are challenging, as evident from the 

differences between our state assignments and those given for DMF by other groups [133, 139]. 

Nevertheless, the use of natural transition orbitals supports the confidence we have in our 

analysis over the relatively short-range bond extensions sampled, and in particular along the 

N-H and N-CH3 bonds.   

Our calculations support the experimental interpretation of parallel decay pathways in 

DMF, with extremely rapid fragmentation likely to occur along either the N-CO or N-CH3 

coordinate. Additionally, the theory findings indicate that extension along the N-CO coordinate 

is a critical driver for all possible open dissociation channels, as this motion induces extensive 

state mixing. Population transfer between members of the 3p/3d Rydberg manifolds and the 

lowest lying ππ* valence state is therefore possible at relatively short (<1.6 Å) bond extensions. 

This ππ* state also appears to provide a potential route to accessing the 3s and nπ* states at 

more increased N-CO distances, although we observe no experimental evidence of this 

pathway. In contrast to DMF, our data suggests that internal conversion does not occur to any 

appreciable extent in FOR, although the initially prepared n-3px Rydberg state still exhibits an 

extremely fast decay. Since our calculations suggest this state is bound with respect to the two 

principal dissociation coordinates, we therefore speculate the presence of an internal 

conversion process to which our experiment is effectively blind. This is likely to occur at 

molecular geometries with extended bond lengths, where the probe laser energy is no longer 

sufficient to ionize the system efficiently. 
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In summary, our studies suggest there are distinct differences in the mechanisms by 

which Rydberg-to-valence evolution along N-H and N-CH3 coordinates mediates the non-

adiabatic dynamics in small amide systems. Although our experiments show clear evidence for 

internal conversion between multiple Rydberg states in DMF, the strong preference for ultrafast 

fragmentation means that we are unable to discern fully these subtle behavioural differences 

(relative to FOR) at the 160 nm VUV pump wavelength employed. Exciting members of the 

Rydberg manifold at longer (i.e. less energetic) wavelengths (200-170 nm) would likely reveal 

much more about these effects. Unfortunately, there are presently challenges associated with 

generating tuneable fs pulses in this spectral region. New source developments in this area will, 

however, likely overcome this restriction in the near future (as highlighted in Section V). 

E. Indole 

As already highlighted in the Introduction, indole-based chromophores form the basic 

building block units of the eumelanin pigments that occur frequently in Nature and serve to 

protect living organisms from the potentially damaging effects of UV light. Developing a more 

detailed understanding of the primary photophysics operating in this class of systems is 

therefore clearly of great potential interest. In an initial investigation [140] we employed time-

resolved photoelectron spectroscopy using a magnetic bottle spectrometer to investigate the 

non-adiabatic dynamics operating in indole and 5-hydroxyindole following ultraviolet (UV) 

excitation at 249 nm and 273 nm. This work also included extensive supporting quantum 

chemistry calculations. A key finding was that the excitation step populates a valence state of 

singlet ππ* character with subsequent <100 fs internal conversion leading to two parallel decay 

mechanisms. These proceed via either a second, lower lying singlet ππ* state or a state of 

mixed 3s/πσ* character. Of particular note here is the fact that 273 nm excitation prepares 

indole below the energetic threshold for the onset of N-H bond cleavage on the 3s/πσ* potential 

surface (263 nm) [141-143], yet the internal conversion pathway involving this state still 
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appears to be active. A second key point to highlight is that, unlike the previous examples we 

have considered, the 3s/πσ* state is not directly populated to any significant extent in the initial 

optical excitation [140].  In order to try and more definitively confirm the dynamical role of 

the 3s/πσ* state, follow up TRPEI studies were then undertaken using pump excitation 

wavelengths of 267 nm and 258 nm [79]. As with the earlier measurements, this once again 

excites indole either slightly above or slightly below the aforementioned 263 nm threshold for 

direct dissociation along the N-H stretching coordinate. The intention here was to use any 

additional information afforded by the angle-resolved imaging approach (something not 

available in the earlier, angle-integrated magnetic bottle experiment) to reveal improved insight 

into the dynamical evolution and ultimate fate of the 3s/πσ* state.  

Fig. 17 shows photoelectron images at selected ∆t values resulting from (1 + 1′) 

ionisation of indole using a 258 nm pump and a 300 nm probe. A key point to highlight 

immediately is that no sharp ring feature displaying any pronounced anisotropy is observed 

within the overall data set (quantitatively, the β2 value never exceeds a value of 0.45). The 

time-resolved photoelectron spectrum generated from the full set of background-subtracted 

image data is also presented, along with the DAS plots obtained from a fit using Eq. 2 with 

three exponentially decaying functions. Near identical results were obtained following 267 nm 

excitation and the associated time constants are τ1 = 120 ± 10 fs and τ2 = 1.0 ± 0.1 ps (267 nm) 

or τ1 = 120 ± 10 fs and τ2 = 0.9 ± 0.1 ps (258 nm). For both pump wavelengths, the third time 

constant τ3 was extremely long, effectively taking the form of a step function over the limited 

20 ps range of pump–probe delays sampled. These findings are consistent with those previously 

reported in our magnetic bottle study. As argued in more detail elsewhere [140], the positive 

amplitude component of the τ1 DAS (at >0.6 eV) may be attributed to direct excitation and 

rapid decay of the second singlet ππ* state. Following the notation of Platt, this is labelled 1La 

[144]. Furthermore, as with previously seen examples, the significant negative amplitude in 
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the τ1 feature (at <0.6 eV) provides a strong indication of sequential dynamics, which in this 

case is assigned to non-adiabatic population transfer from the 1La state to a lower lying singlet 

ππ* state (labelled as 1Lb). This interpretation is strongly supported by various theoretical 

studies [140, 145, 146]. The τ3 DAS modelling the very long-lived feature is then attributable 

to the 1Lb state. A further indication of the 1La/1Lb electronic coupling interaction is also seen 

in the PAD data, with a temporally matched rise and fall of the photoelectron anisotropy within 

two distinct regions of photoelectron kinetic energy providing a strong signature of the ultrafast 

non-adiabatic dynamics (as was the case with amines and anilines). This data is omitted here, 

but is included in Ref. [79].  

The τ2 lifetimes of 1.0 ps (267 nm) and 0.9 ps (258 nm) show an energetic trend 

consistent with values obtained in our earlier study following 273 nm and 249 nm excitation 

(1.2 ps and 0.7 ps, respectively). Previously, we assigned the τ2 DAS to decay of the 3s/πσ* 

state following <100 fs population transfer from 1La (i.e. a process in direct competition with 

decay via the 1Lb state). As discussed earlier, previous studies of indole photofragmentation 

indicate that upon 258 nm excitation at least some fraction of the 3s/πσ* state population then 

dissociates along the N–H stretching co-ordinate. At 267 nm, however, this pathway appears 

to be inaccessible. An initial speculation was that this may be due to there being insufficient 

energy to (directly) overcome a small (~0.45 eV) barrier predicted to lie along the N–H 

coordinate of the 3s/πσ* potential surface and that some alternative (as yet unknown) decay 

pathway was operating instead [140]. As the pump wavelength is shortened from 273 nm to 

249 nm, however, we observe a gradually decreasing trend in lifetime that seems inconsistent 

with a shift from excitation (just) below a potential barrier to a fully open channel. In addition, 

if 3s/πσ* population was trapped at short N–H distances (i.e. close to the vertical Franck-

Condon geometry) the dominant 3s character of the state in this region would likely manifest 

strongly in some region of the observed photoelectron spectrum and PAD. As seen in earlier 
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examples, this would be expected give rise to an energetically narrow photoelectron peak 

exhibiting high positive β2 anisotropy in conjunction with a low β2 value. The absence of such 

a feature in our data reinforces the assertion that the 3s/πσ* state is only populated indirectly 

via non-adiabatic processes at relatively extended N-H distances (where the valence state 

character dominates over the 3s Rydberg contribution).  

To explore the link between the spectral features seen in our indole TRPEI data and 

extent of any Rydberg-to-valence evolution more comprehensively, Fig. 18 shows EOM-

CCSD/aug-cc-pVDZ potential energy cuts along the N-H stretch. This same figure additionally 

presents the variation of several state properties along the same coordinate. As discussed in 

Section III, these provide a useful set of additional tools for tracking changes in electronic state 

character. The normalized EOM-CCSD right eigenvector amplitudes for the orbital transition 

corresponding to the 3s/πσ* contribution within the overall mixed Rydberg-valence state (to 

which 3s/πσ* is the dominant contributor – hence the shorthand state label) falls rapidly from 

0.62 at 1.01 Å to 0.36 at 1.4 Å and beyond. The associated evolution of the (un-normalized) 

LCAO coefficient magnitude for the un-contracted nitrogen 3s basis function within the 3s/πσ* 

state contribution also drops by a factor of ~2.5 over the same region. For the two excited states 

of valence ππ* character 〈-�./
� 〉  is small (~1.5 Å2) at all geometries, whereas for the 3s/πσ* 

state this parameter decreases markedly as the N–H bond extends, falling from 15.5 Å2 to 4.1 

Å2 over the range of sampled distances. Finally, the isotropic polarizability volume (56 ) was 

also investigated for all electronic states of relevance to this study. Values obtained for the 1La, 

1Lb and S0 states remain broadly consistent across all N–H extensions, whereas for the 3s/πσ* 

state 56  decreases rapidly from 110 Å3 at 1.01 Å to below 5 Å3 at 1.50 Å. All of these 

observations serve to illustrate the rapid and dramatic reduction in Rydberg character as the N–

H bond extends, highlighting the important (generally applicable) caveat that definitive spectral 
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assignment of mixed Rydberg/valence states may be less definitive in situations where 

population occurs indirectly via non-adiabatic decay.  

In light of the above findings, we suggest that the wavelength-dependent propensity for 

direct N–H bond fission in indole is most likely governed by the rate at which the conical 

intersection connecting the 3s/πσ* and S0 states is traversed. This interaction occurs at highly 

extended N–H bond extensions (>1.8 Å) and is well established theoretically [17, 140, 147, 

148]. Slower wavepacket motion through this region (i.e. at longer excitation wavelengths) 

might therefore be expected to give rise to enhanced non-adiabatic behaviour, leading to 

increased S0 population transfer over direct N–H fission. On the other hand, this simple picture 

involving an N–H stretching vibration seems inconsistent with τ2 lifetimes of approximately a 

picosecond. Others reports have, however, also quoted comparable 3s/πσ* decay lifetimes and 

reported extremely similar timescales for the concomitant H atom elimination in indole 

following excitation in the 250–260 nm region [141, 142]. A relatively long timescale for this 

pathway is also consistent with the observation of isotropic H atom recoil from dissociation on 

the 3s/πσ* potential energy surface [143]. This lifetime anomaly possibly implies that the τ2 

DAS is therefore not a signature of the 3s/πσ* state, but rather a consequence of ultrafast 

intramolecular vibrational redistribution (IVR) within the 1Lb state (as seen previously in 

aniline). As detailed in the initial reporting of this work, however, the shape of the DAS (in 

particular the absence of any amplitude below 0.3 eV) suggests that this is not the case.  

 The evidence outlined above leads us to the following conclusion for the ultimate fate 

of the 3s/πσ* state: population is prepared non-adiabatically via the optically excited 1La state 

at large N–H bond distances (beyond the FC region where the 3s Rydberg character dominates). 

At this point, the indole molecule undergoes N–H bond fission (258 nm) and/or internal 

conversion to S0 (258 and 267 nm). Prior to either process occurring though, population appears 

to reside on the 3s/πσ* state surface for a relatively long duration (approx. 1 ps), seemingly 
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restricted to extended N–H separations while ‘‘encircling’’ the upper cone of the conical 

intersection formed between the 3s/πσ* and S0 states. This is reminiscent of the frustrated 

dissociation pathway seen earlier in Pip. A very similar argument has also been previously put 

forward to explain aspects of the �9 state dissociation pathway seen in ammonia [149, 150], and 

connections have also been made to the ‘‘roaming’’ mechanism first reported over a decade 

ago [151-153]. Related ideas have also been proposed to explain aspects of the excited state 

dynamics seen in, for example, thioanisole [154] and methylamine [155]. In the absence of 

more specifically targeted multi-state dynamics simulations and experimental measurements, 

however, the exact details of this process remain unresolved at present.  

F. Pyrrole 

The final example considered here is pyrrole – a subunit of porphyrin-derived 

macrocycles that occur frequently in nature (e.g. chlorophyll and heme) and are also exploited 

as medical photosensitizers in the targeted delivery of active agents (e.g. Photofrin). The 

structure of pyrrole is shown inset in the top left panel of Fig. 19, along with the gas-phase UV 

absorption spectrum. Relevant to the work considered here is the extremely weak feature 

arising due to direct excitation of the mixed Rydberg/valence S1(3s/πσ*) state. This extends 

across the 250-220 nm region, with the much stronger band appearing at shorter wavelengths 

being attributed to the onset of absorption to the S2(ππ*) state.  The gas-phase excited state 

dynamics of pyrrole have been extensively studied. Time- and frequency-resolved 

measurements probing H atom photoproducts have unambiguously revealed a direct 

dissociation mechanism occuring on the S1(3s/πσ*) potential surface along the N-H coordinate 

[156-162], with the onset threshold for this process occurring close to 254 nm [159]. In 

contrast, complimentary studies monitoring the temporal evolution of photoreactants (i.e., 

population dynamics within the initially excited pyrrole system) have proved much less 

conclusive. Time-resolved ion-yield and photoelectron imaging measurements undertaken by 
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Longarte and co-workers ultimately concluded no significant evidence of resonant ionization 

via the S1(3s/πσ*) state is observed between 260 nm and 225 nm [163, 164].  Conversely, other 

time-resolved photoelectron studies conducted by the groups of Stolow [165] and Fielding 

[166] have reported very short (<40 fs) resonant S1(3s/πσ*) lifetimes over the 249.5 – 236 nm 

excitation region. Notably, these values are considerably smaller than the corresponding H 

atom appearance times reported at similar pump wavelengths – in particular, the values ≥ 110 fs 

obtained at 250 nm [156, 160]. Given these discrepancies, we now consider our own series of 

TRPEI studies conducted on pyrrole over a range of pump wavelengths (267-240 nm) [167]. 

Our experimental data following 267 nm excitation are summarized in Fig. 19. 

Somewhat surprisingly, near identical results were also acquired at pump wavelengths of 258, 

250 and 240 nm. The upper right panel shows a representative photoelectron image (obtained 

at ∆t = 0) that has been inverted using the rapid matrix procedure described earlier. Notable 

features here are the distinct intensity maxima present in the outer rings at angles close to 45° 

(and π/2 multiples thereof). From the series of images recorded over a range of pump-probe 

delays, the time-dependent photoelectron spectrum may be obtained – as presented in the lower 

right panel of Fig. 19. The temporal signatures are extremely rapid, being described by a 

Gaussian form. This is more clearly illustrated by the integrated time trace shown in the lower 

left panel. The data in Fig. 20 then show the photoelectron spectra obtained at all four pump 

wavelengths upon integrating over a narrow (150 fs) time window centred on zero pump-probe 

delay. In all instances, two dominant peaks are seen at binding energies spanning the 8.2-8.4 eV 

region. This data also bears a striking similarity to the low-energy region of the He (I) ground 

state photoelectron spectrum [168-171]. For ease of direct comparison, the spectra shown in 

Figs. 20 and 21 are plotted in terms of total electron binding energy (i.e. EB = Ehν(pump) + 

Ehν(probe) - E(electron).). The similarity of the findings across all four excitation wavelengths is 

further reinforced by the PAD information shown in Fig. 20, which includes the β2 and β4 
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anisotropy parameters obtained from a fit to these data using a time- and energy-integrated 

form of Eq. 1. Of particular note are the β4 parameters, which in all cases are relatively large 

and negative (spanning -0.33 to -0.41). At 240 nm, the β2 value (-0.09) deviates somewhat from 

those seen at 267-250 nm (0.41-0.25), although this may be attributed to an artefact introduced 

by imperfect background subtraction of the scattered light signal incident on the MCP detector. 

The use of a 267 nm pump prepares pyrrole 0.25 eV below the aforementioned 254 nm 

threshold for the onset of direct H-atom dissociation. Furthermore, any small barrier that may 

be present along the N–H stretching coordinate in the S1(3s/πσ*) state (which, neglecting any 

tunnelling effects, could potentially prevent H-atom elimination) is predicted to be smaller than 

this energy gap [172]. Although the exact energetic position of the S1(3s/πσ*) state origin has 

not been fully determined, we may therefore be confident that TRPEI data obtained using a 

267 nm pump (in conjunction with a low intensity 300 nm probe) should only display spectral 

signatures arising from non-resonant (1 + 1′) ionization. This is clearly reflected in the 

Gaussian form of the transient pump-probe data and the strong similarity of the photoelectron 

spectrum to that seen in He (I) ionization of the ground state. As seen in earlier examples, 

ionization of mixed Rydberg/valence states is typically characterized by a single, narrow 

photoelectron peak superimposed on a weak and much broader background. This is quite 

different to the structure seen in Fig. 20. Given these observations, the strong similarity 

between the 267 nm data and that obtained at all shorter pump wavelengths provides a clear 

indication that non-resonant ionization is the main contributor to all of our observed ionization 

signals. This is further reinforced by the PAD information, which is, once again, extremely 

similar at all excitation wavelengths investigated. As highlighted earlier, ionization from states 

exhibiting predominantly 3s Rydberg character in the vertical Franck-Condon region is 

expected to give rise to a distinct photoelectron angular distribution. In the limiting case 

scenario (i.e. a “pure” atomic picture) photoelectron partial waves of exclusively p character 
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peak along the (linear) laser polarization direction, giving a PAD with β2 = 2.0 and a zero β4 

term. For molecular Rydberg states this is an idealized picture, but in all relevant cases 

considered up to now (amines, anilines and amides), the deviations from this limit are relatively 

small, with β2 and β4 sitting in the approximate range 0.7-1.4 and 0.0-0.2, respectively. As 

evident from Fig. 20, these characteristic signatures are not observed for any of the excitation 

wavelengths investigated in pyrrole. Although this is perhaps unsurprising at 267 nm and 258 

nm (where we believe the S1(3s/πσ*) state is not energetically accessible), the lack of any 

significant change in the PAD structure at 250 nm and 240 nm adds considerable weight to the 

suggestion that non-resonant processes constitute the major ionization pathway in all cases. We 

also highlight a recent numerical modelling study that similarly concludes non-resonant 

ionization has an estimated amplitude at least on the order of that corresponding to the 

resonance with the S1(3s/πσ*) state [173]. Importantly, any one piece of the evidence outlined 

above is not fully conclusive in this regard, but when several aspects of the data (i.e. lifetime 

information, photoelectron spectrum and PAD) are considered together our conclusion appears 

strongly supported. Furthermore, our discussion highlights several important caveats in the 

more general interpretation of time-resolved experimental data monitoring photoreactant 

ionization to interrogate excited state dynamics – particularly in systems exhibiting very short 

excited state lifetimes (relative to the laser pulse duration) and small absorption cross sections.   

The interpretation outlined above is still not fully reconciled with the timescales for the 

appearance of H atom photoproducts that have been previously reported in pyrrole following 

excitation at 250 nm and 238 nm (110-126 fs and 46 fs, respectively) [156, 160]. Even though 

direct absorption to the S1(3s/πσ*) state is extremely weak, it is clear that that these 

measurements conclusively show it does occur. It is therefore surprising that no conclusive 

evidence of any resonant ionization (in competition with non-resonant processes) is observed 

in our TRPEI measurements. This suggests that, even in the vertical Franck-Condon region, 
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S1(3s/πσ*) state ionization is extremely inefficient relative to the non-resonant alternative. As 

outlined in more detail in our original paper documenting this work, factors including 

molecular alignment effects and very small (electronic) ionization cross sections may be 

discounted as likely sources of this inefficiency. Franck-Condon (i.e. vibrational wavefunction) 

effects are a different matter, however, as indicated by considering our one-colour pump-alone 

data. These are recorded for background subtraction purposes during the two-colour pump-

probe measurements and can be exploited as a source of additional insight (even though they 

obviously reveal no temporal information). Specifically, these data provide a time-zero (1+1) 

ionization picture that projects much more deeply into the continuum than the two-colour 

(1+1′) process, therefore sampling a greater Franck-Condon envelope. One-colour 

photoelectron spectra and PADs associated with 250 and 240 nm excitation are presented in 

the lower section of Fig. 20. In terms of overall appearance, the spectra are similar to those for 

the corresponding two-colour measurements obtained with a 300 nm probe. Although the (1+1) 

250 nm angular data (and associated anisotropy parameters) are also extremely similar in shape 

to the two-colour measurement, the PAD associated with one-colour 240 nm ionization is 

strikingly different to its (1+1′) counterpart, peaking more strongly along the laser polarization 

direction. This observation seems consistent with 3s Rydberg ionization now making a non-

negligible contribution to the overall PAD, and hints that (1 + 1) ionization of pyrrole at 240 nm 

yields more effective ionization of the S1(3s/πσ*) state, relative to the competing non-resonant 

alternative. It also illustrates the potential value of complementary information contained 

within the one colour background measurement – something that is often overlooked. This 

effect likely arises due to significant topological differences between the potential energy 

surfaces of the S1(3s/πσ*) and D0 cation states of pyrrole [164]. At 240 nm, the total (1 + 1) 

photon energy is 10.33 eV whereas in the (1 + 1′) case it is just 9.30 eV. This gives a projection 

into the continuum of up to 2.12 eV or 1.09 eV, respectively, leading to an extended Franck-
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Condon detection window in the former case. Preliminary time-resolved ion-yield 

measurements we have conducted using a multiphoton ionization probe appear to add weight 

to this picture [167], although this is clearly an avenue for additional future experimental 

TRPEI investigations exploiting both improved temporal resolution and more energetic (single 

photon) probes. 

V. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK 

 The various case studies outlined in this review illustrate the significant impact of 

Rydberg-to-valence evolution in mediating energy redistribution dynamics within the 

electronically excited states of small polyatomic molecules following UV absorption. 

Furthermore, our work also highlights the effect such behaviour may have on the associated 

experimental observations made with the TRPEI approach when attempting to interrogate these 

non-adiabatic processes. More research is clearly required, however, to understand fully the 

important role mixed Rydberg/valence states play in various photochemical environments of 

real-world relevance. Our work has focussed on small organic molecules containing nitrogen 

heteroatom centres but as highlighted in the Introduction, very similar Rydberg-to-valence 

behaviour has been extensively reported in systems containing O and S atoms as well [23-25]. 

Many of the findings highlighted in this review will also be generalizable to these examples. 

Interestingly though, the same level of detailed investigation has not been reported in 

phosphorus compounds and this is a clear avenue for the next step in future research directions. 

For the case of oxygen (and sulphur) containing systems, we also highlight that direct 

comparisons of the excited dynamics operating in fully saturated ethers and alcohols (or their 

thio-based analogues) is an area that has not yet been developed either theoretically or 

experimentally. There is a clear analogy between such systems and the studies of 

primary/secondary vs. tertiary saturated amines reviewed earlier, where a great deal of subtle 

dynamical insight was revealed in the well-resolved spectral features. In many potential 
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candidate species, however, the electronically excited states are only accessible (via single 

photon absorption) when using a VUV pump. As discussed for the case of amides (Section IV 

D) this is a feasible undertaking when using harmonics - but this work also indicated a need to 

move towards fully tuneable VUV sources. Furthermore, several of the other examples 

considered in Section IV emphasized the benefits of projecting as deeply into the ionization 

continuum as possible to increase the view along the overall reaction coordinate [98, 174-176]. 

As such, the need to generate and then exploit tuneable VUV fs pulses for both pump and probe 

applications represents perhaps the most important challenge for expanding the general scope 

and utility of the TRPEI technique.  

Although tuneable fs pulses in the VUV region may be accessed with free electron 

lasers [177, 178], such measurements typically need to be performed within short beam-time 

allocation windows at central user facilities. The realization of simple and inexpensive bench 

top VUV sources is therefore highly desirable – although achieving this using the fundamental 

infrared output of commercial ultrafast lasers as a starting point is not straightforward. 

Birefringent crystals (e.g. β-barium borate) that are commonly used to generate visible/UV 

wavelengths become unviable for frequency up conversion due to restrictive phase matching 

and bandgap absorption. Although VUV production is possible in some novel non-linear 

crystals, such as KBe2BO3F2 [179], wavelengths shorter than 150 nm are still inaccessible. 

Demonstration of an alternative tuneable method based on the non-collinear four-wave mixing 

approach in argon-filled gas cells offers a wider potential tuning range [180], but this suffers 

from very low conversion efficiency.  Ionization probes may also be generated in the deep 

VUV range via high harmonic generation schemes [181-183], although these are demanding 

experiments requiring relatively complex experimental infrastructure. Very recently, however, 

we have successfully demonstrated the suitability of argon-filled hollow-core photonic crystal 

fibres for use in TRPEI measurements [184]. These sources are an extremely promising future 
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direction, offering the ability to generate easily tuneable output across a broad VUV spectral 

range in a simple and compact set-up with very high efficiency and extremely short temporal 

resolution [185, 186]. Although pump–probe applications of this approach are still very much 

in their infancy, uptake of this technology has clear potential to transform ultrafast 

spectroscopy over the next decade and we anticipate exploiting it further in our own work. 

Finally, a theme introduced in Section I (and drawn on throughout) is the general 

complexity of excited state non-adiabatic dynamics and the need to use a range of 

complementary experimental and theoretical approaches to assemble the complete mechanistic 

“jigsaw”. In this regard, the ongoing emergence of novel techniques with new associated 

observables can greatly assist this process and we highlight the growing use of ultrafast X-ray 

scattering as one particular route to accessing new dynamical information [187]. A particularly 

relevant example here is a recent 200 nm excitation study conducted on trimethylamine that 

revealed CH3 elimination acting in competition with the 3p/3s internal conversion pathway 

common to all unsaturated amine systems (Section IV A) [188]. From a theoretical perspective, 

future development areas will include extending the use of excited state molecular proprieties 

from CC methods to multi-configurational and TD-DFT approaches. More work is also needed 

to better characterize Rydberg states based on their orbital angular momentum. Clearly, this is 

ill defined for molecules but nonetheless some quantitative measure of, for example, s-p 

Rydberg mixing at different geometries would be invaluable. 
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Figure Captions 

Figure 1: Central panels show diabatic potential energy cuts obtained along the O-H (left) and 

N-H (right) coordinates in 4-hydroxyindole using the EOM-CCSD/aug-ccpVDZ approach (for 

more details see Section III). Images either side of these plots display the largest orbital 

transition in the EOM-CCSD eigenvectors for the two lowest lying mixed Rydberg/valence 

(3s/πσ*) states along the O-H (left) and N-H (right) stretching coordinates at both the ground 

state equilibrium geometry (approx. 1.0 Å) and extended (1.6 Å) bond distances. All other 

degrees of freedom are rigidly fixed at their ground state equilibrium values – something that 

should be assumed throughout unless explicitly stated otherwise. The evolution from Rydberg 

to valence character is clearly apparent. Additional technical information may be found in Ref. 

[19]. 

Figure 2: Cut-through section of the spectrometer used to collect most of the experimental 

TRPEI data discussed in this article. For additional information see the main text and Ref. [34].  

Figure 3: Schematic structures of N,N-dimethylpropylamine (DMPA), 

N,N-dimethylisopropylamine (DMIPA), N-methylpyrrolidine (Mpyr), piperidine (Pip) and 

1-azabicyclo[2.2.2]octane (ABCO). 

Figure 4: Left: (1 + 1′) photoelectron images obtained for Pip at selected pump–probe delay 

times using a 200 nm pump/267 nm probe. See main text for additional details. Top right: time-

dependent photoelectron spectrum of Pip. The intensity colour map is presented on a natural 

logarithmic scale based on the output directly obtained from the imaging CCD camera. Bottom 

right: decay associated spectra (DAS) obtained from the global exponential fitting procedure 

detailed in Section II. Quoted uncertainties are 1σ values. 

Figure 5: Left panels: temporal evolution of the β2 and β4 anisotropy parameters following 

200 nm pump/267 nm probe ionization of Pip. Plots show values averaged over the energy 

regions highlighted by the vertical dashed white lines on the inset photoelectron spectra. Error 
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bars indicate 1σ values. Grey line overlays are the averaged (normalised intensity) 

photoelectron signals within the same energy region. Right panels: normalized polar PAD plots 

showing the associated angular data close to zero pump–probe delay. Red solid lines are the 

corresponding fits obtained using Eq. 1. Anisotropy parameters obtained from this procedure 

are also shown, with values in parentheses denoting 1σ uncertainties in the final significant 

figure. 

Figure 6: Left panels: diabatic EOM-CCSD/aug-cc-pVDZ potential energy cuts for the S0, 3s, 

3p and D0 states of Pip along the N–H and N–C stretching coordinates. Right panels: largest 

orbital transition in the EOM-CCSD eigenvectors at extended distances along the N–H (1.6 Å) 

and N–C (2.2 Å) coordinates within the 3pz, 3px and 3s excited states (top, middle and bottom 

rows, respectively). Boxes highlighted in red indicate evolution of a significant nσ* valence 

contribution. For additional technical details see Ref. [92]. 

Figure 7: Left: (1 + 1′) photoelectron images obtained for DMIPA at selected pump–probe 

delay times (200 nm pump/267 nm probe). Right: time-dependent photoelectron spectra of 

DMIPA, DMPA, Mpyr and ABCO. The intensity colour map is presented on a natural 

logarithmic scale based on the output directly obtained from the imaging CCD camera. Dot 

overlays denote centre positions of the main peak features obtained from Gaussian fits 

performed at selected pump–probe delay times. Clear temporal shifts in some peaks are 

apparent, as discussed in the main text. The ABCO data was recorded using a different 

experimental set-up to the other systems (with a newer instrument based on the design outlined 

in Section II – see Ref [93] for more details). The smaller laser bandwidth used in this 

measurement gives rise to slightly narrower photoelectron bands.    

Figure 8: Left hand panels: diabatic EOM-CCSD/aug-cc-pVDZ potential energy cuts for 

DMIPA along the nitrogen inversion (or “planarization”) coordinate, the N-methyl bond, the 

C-methyl bond (corresponding to α-cleavage), and the N-isopropyl bond. Top right: largest 
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orbital transition in the EOM-CCSD eigenvectors at 1.75 and 2.0 Å along the N-isopropyl 

bond. Bottom right: branching space vectors for the 3s/3p conical intersection in DMIPA as 

obtained from CASSCF calculations (see Section III). The derivative coupling and gradient 

difference vectors define the directions in which electronic degeneracy is lifted when moving 

away from the conical intersection point. These are shown by the red and blue arrows, 

indicating motion along the N–Ciso stretch and torsion between the two terminal CH3 groups.  

Additional computational details may be found in Ref. [91]. 

Figure 9: Temporal evolution of the anisotropy parameters β2 and β4 following 200/267 nm 

pump/probe ionization from the 3p manifold and 3s state of DMIPA and MPyr. Plots show 

values averaged over the 0.3 eV energy region spanned by the spectral feature associated with 

each state (see Fig 7). Error bars denote 1σ values and the underlying grey line is the 

corresponding photoelectron signal within the same energy region. 

Figure 10: Left: (1 + 1′) photoelectron images obtained for aniline at selected pump–probe 

delay times. Right: time-dependent photoelectron spectra of aniline, N,N-dimethylaniline (N,N-

DMA) and 3,5-dimethylaniline (3,5-DMA), schematic structures of which are inset. The pump 

wavelength was 250 nm and the probe either 305 nm (aniline) or 310 nm (N,N-DMA and 3,5-

DMA). We specifically elected to study 3,5-DMA (as opposed to other possible methyl group 

substitutions) in order to minimise proximity effects altering the NH2 group geometry with 

respect to the aromatic ring system. Assuming free rotation of the methyl groups, C2V symmetry 

is also maintained in all cases.  

Figure 11: Top row: DAS obtained from a global exponential fit to the data presented in Fig. 

10 using the procedure detailed in Section II. Quoted uncertainties are 1σ values. Bottom row: 

anisotropy parameter β2 as a function of pump-probe delay, averaged over the region of non-

zero amplitude in the τ3 DAS for aniline (0.05–0.50 eV), N,N-DMA (0.05–0.80 eV), and 3,5-

DMA (0.05-0.65 eV). Error bars represent one standard deviation.  
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Figure 12: Centre and right panels show diabatic EOM-CCSD/aug-cc-pVDZ potential energy 

cuts along the N–H stretching coordinate (aniline) and the N–CH3 stretching coordinates (N,N-

DMA). Left images: 3s/πσ∗ orbital plot for aniline at 1.01 Å and 1.7 Å. At equilibrium, the 

orbital is almost entirely 3s Rydberg in character with a very small opposite phase amplitude 

contribution along the N–H bond. At increased separation, state mixing becomes stronger with 

the magnitude of the LCAO coefficient of the uncontracted nitrogen 3s basis function within 

the 3s/πσ∗ state dropping by a factor of approx. 2.5 and (in this orientation) the contribution of 

nitrogen py character increasing significantly. For additional technical details and an expanded 

discussion see Ref. [80]. 

Figure 13: Diabatic EOM-CCSD/aug-cc-pVDZ potential energy cuts along the N–CH3 

stretching coordinate of N,N-dimethylcyclohexylamine (N,N-DMCHA), N,N-dimethyl-1-

cyclohexen-1-amine (N,N-DM-1-CHA) and N,N-dimethyl-1,3-cyclohexadiene-1-amine (N,N-

DM-1,3-CHA). Schematic structures of these systems are inset. The 3p manifold is heavily 

mixed, with orbitals directed away from the x, y and z molecular axes. No specific assignments 

are therefore given. For additional technical details see Ref. [118]. 

Figure 14: Evolution as a function of the N–CH3 bond extension for the excited-state second-

moment of the electronic charge distribution with respect to the ground state ∆〈-�./
� 〉 in N,N-

DMCHA and N,N-DMA. Plots include data for just one of the 3p states that develop no 

significant valence character. 

Figure 15: Upper panels: time-dependent photoelectron spectra of formamide (FOR) and N,N-

dimethylformamide (DMF), obtained using a 160/267 nm pump/probe. White vertical dashed 

lines denote predicted (1 + 1′) energy cut-offs for ionization to the cationic ground state. Inset 

panels show photoelectron images at pump-probe delay times close to ∆t = 0. Lower Panels: 

decay associated spectra (DAS) obtained from global multi-exponential fits to the time-
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dependent photoelectron data. Quoted decay lifetimes τ1 and τ2 have 1σ uncertainties of ±15%. 

Schematic structures of FOR and DMF are also included.  

Figure 16: Diabatic potential energy cuts along selected N-X bonds in FOR and DMF. State 

assignments in the left-hand inset panel also apply to the middle panel. Assignments are based 

on the largest individual orbital character in the vertical Franck–Condon region. For additional 

details see Ref. [120]. 

Figure 17: Left: (1 + 1′) photoelectron images obtained for indole at selected pump–probe 

delay times. Top right: time-dependent photoelectron spectra of indole (schematic structure 

inset) using a 258/300 nm pump/probe. Bottom right: decay associated spectra (DAS) obtained 

from the global exponential fitting procedure detailed in Section II. Quoted uncertainties are 

1σ values.  

Figure 18: Top left: diabatic potential energy cuts obtained using EOM-CCSD/aug-cc-pVDZ 

for the low-lying singlet states of indole along the N-H coordinate. Top middle: primary 

orbitals involved in the 1La, 1Lb, and 3s/πσ* states transitions (S0 equilibrium geometry). Top 

right: normalized EOM-CCSD right eigenvector amplitude for the 3s/πσ* state. Bottom left: 

un-normalized LCAO coefficient of the uncontracted nitrogen 3s basis function within the 

3s/πσ* state. Bottom middle: isotropic invariant of the excited-state second-moment of the 

electronic charge distribution with respect to the ground state. Bottom right: isotropic electronic 

polarizability volume. For additional technical details see Refs [140] and [79]. 

Figure 19: Top left: room temperature UV vapour-phase absorption spectrum of pyrrole 

(structure inset). Vertical arrows depict the various excitation wavelengths used in the TRPEI 

study first documented in Ref. [167]. The detection limit shown (254 nm) is that determined in 

Ref. [159] for the production of H atoms via direct dissociation on the S1 (3s/πσ*) potential 

energy surface. Top right: (1 + 1′) photoelectron image obtained at ∆t = 0 using a 267 nm 

pump/300 nm probe. Bottom right: time-dependent photoelectron spectrum of pyrrole. Bottom 
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left: photoelectron signal as a function of time, integrated over the 8.2-8.5 eV binding energy 

region. A Gaussian fit to this data is also overlaid (solid red line). Similar TRPEI results were 

also obtained at all other pump wavelengths investigated.   

Figure 20: Top left: photoelectron spectra obtained for pyrrole following (1 + 1′) ionization 

using 267, 258, 250, and 240 nm pump pulses in conjunction with a 300 nm probe. These data 

were obtained by integrating the pump-probe transients over a narrow time window (∆t = ±75 

fs). Top right: normalized polar PAD plots. Each angular point represents an average over a 

range of energy and time bins (8.2-8.5 eV and ∆t = ±75 fs). The anisotropy does not vary 

significantly over this region (see Ref. [167]). Error bars denote 1σ values. Red lines are fits to 

this data using a time- and energy-integrated form of Eq. (1). The associated β2 and β4 

anisotropy parameters are overlaid, with values in parentheses denoting 1σ uncertainties in the 

final significant figure. Bottom plots show equivalent data for one-colour (1 + 1) ionization at 

250 nm and 240 nm. 
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Fig. 20 

 

 

 


